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PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
REBUTTAL TESTIMONY

OF
KAREN REIF

~CE PRESIDENT OF ~NEWABLES & ENERGY SOLUTIONS
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INTRODUCTION

Please state your name and professional title.

My name is Karen Reif. I am the Vice President of Renewables & Energy Solutions

at Public Service Electric and Gas Company ("PSE&G" or "Company"). My professional

credentials are set forth in Schedule KR-CEF-EE-1, which is attached to my direct testimony.

What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?

I submit this rebuttal testimony on behalf of PSE&G in support of its Clean Energy

8 Future - Energy Efficiency ("CEF-EE") Program, and for the purpose of responding to the

9 following testimonies submitted by the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel ("Rate

10 Counsel") on March 22, 2019 in this proceeding:

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
t8

19
20

21
22
23
24

the sections of Dr. Ezra Hausman’s and Dr. David Dismukes’
testimonies recommending that the New Jersey Board of Public
Utilities ("BPU" or "Board") reject the CEF-EE Program because
the Board has not yet completed various initiatives set forth in the
Clean Energy Act of May 2018 ("CEA" or ’°Act");

the section of Dr. Hausman’s testimony where he claims that
PSE&G should not be the sole provider of regulated energy
efficiency programs in the PSE&G territory;

the section of Dr. Hausman’s testimony wherein he claims that
there are "issues of equity" with PSE&G’s CEF-EE Program;

the sections of Dante Mugrace’s testimony related to the
Company’s proposed budget for capitalized Information
Technology ("IT") costs and his proposed cap on CEF-EE
administrative expenses; and



8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

I6

17

I ¯ the section of Dr. Hausman’s testimony related to customer data
2 privacy.
3
4 Company witnesses Stephen Swetz (amortization period/hnpact of lost revenues),

5 Isaac Gabel-Frank (cost-benefit analysis), and Daniel Hansen (Green EnabIing

6 Mechanism/decoupling) wiI1 respond to other aspects of the Rate Counsel witnesses’

7 testimonies.

THE CEF-EE FILING IS TIMELY

Can you briefly summarize Dr. Hausman’s and Dr. Dismukes’
recommendations for how the BPU should rule on the CEF-EE Program?

Yes. Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes both recommend that the BPU reject the CEF-

EE Program because the Board has not yet completed various energy efficiency-related

initiatives under the CEA. Dr. Hausman refers to the CEF-EE program as "premature", and

Dr. Dismukes describes .the filing as PSE&G putting the "cart before the horse.’’1 For

example, Dr. Hausman notes that the Board, pursuant to the CEA, has yet to establish

quantitative performance indicators ("QPI") and incentives/penalties for compliance with the

energy reduction targets set forth in the Act.2

18 Q. Do you agree that the CEF-EE Program is premature given the status of the
19 Board’s implementation of the CEA?

20 A. I do not. I am not an attorney but I am advised by counsel that as an initial matter,

21 nothing in the Act prohibited PSE&G from making its CEF-EE filing, nor prevents the Board

22 from approving it. Similarly, the New Jersey ’°RGGI" law gives the Board authority to

~ Direct Testimony of Ezra Hausman ("Hausman Testimony"), p. 24; Direct Testimony of David E. Dismukes ("Dismukes
Testimony"), p. 41.
2 Hausman Testimony, p. 24.

2



1 review and approve utilities’ energy efficiency programs, such as CEF-EE, and nothing in

2 the CEA supersedes that authority.3

3 Moreover, the Act requires that the Board, by May 23, 2019, complete three principal

4 tasks with respect to energy efficiency. More specifically, the BPU must:

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
t4
15

16

require each electric and gas public utility to "reduce the use of
electricity, or natural gas, as appropriate, within its territor}, by its
customers, below what would have otherwise been used";

"conduct and complete a study to determine the energy savings targets
for full, economic, cost-effective potential" for electric and natural gas
usage reduction, "as welt as the potential for peak demand reduction
by the customgrs of each [electric and gas utility] and the timeframe
for achieving the reductions"; and

"adopt quantitative performance indicators" for each electric and gas
punic utility, "which shall establish reasonably achievable targets for
energy usage reductions and peak demand reductions .... ,,4

The CEF-EE filing is scheduled to conclude by no later than early July 20 i9. Thus,

17 the May 23, 2019 deadline for the Board’s energy efficiency initiatives under the CEA will

t8

19

have passed weeks before the BPU’s finai ruling on the CEF-EE Program. For that reason,

the CEF-EE filing is timely and should be approved by the Board.

20
21

22

23

24

25

Q. Can you provide an update, from the Company’s perspective, on the status of
the Board’s energy efficiency initiatives under the CEA?

A.    Yes. The Board has retained a consultant named Optimal Energy ("Optimal") to

conduct the market potential study described in the Act which is summarized above.

Optimal has already conducted two stakeholder meetings with, among other groups, the gas

and electric utilities subject to the CEA and Rate Counsel. Two more stakeholder meetings

See N.J.S.A. § 48:3-98.1.
S~e N.J.S.A. § 48:3-87.9(a)-(c).

-3-
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are tentatively scheduled in April 2019.

address the utilities’

required by the CEA.

Optimal advised the stakeholders that its report will

energy savings targets, the QPIs, and the incentive/penalty structure

Optimal further informed the stakeholders that: (1) a draft of its report

is due to the BPU in the middle of April 2019; (2) the fourth and final stakeholder meeting,

tentatively set for April 30, 2019, is to discuss the draft energy reduction targets, QPIs, and

incentive structures; and (3) a final report is due in early May 2019.

7 Q. Is that timetable important when assessing Rate Counsel’s claim that the CEF-
8 EE Program is premature?

9 A. Yes. The Optimal study, which it is conducting on behalf of the Board, will address

10 the utility saving~ targets, QPIs, and incentive structure for compliance with the Act. There

11 is no reason to delay the CEF-EE Program, and the important benefits it will achieve for the

12 state and its residents, if the savings targets, QPIs, and incentive structures will be disclosed

13 in the Optimal study weeks prior to the Board ruling on the CEF-EE Program.

14 Q. Do you agree with Dr. Dismukes that the Board should not approve the Green
15 Enabling Mechanism ("GEM") until it completes the various energy efficiency-
t6 related initiatives under the CEA? Dismukes Testimony, pp. 30-31.

17 A. No, for many of the same reasons I state above. Moreover, Dr. Dismukes states that

18 there are a "large number of unknowns" with respect to the CEA, including "how lost saies

19 and revenues as a result of these [CEF-EE] programs will be tracked and verified...

20 ..,,5 However, there is no obligation under the CEA for the BPU to issue any regulations or

21 other guidance on how lost revenues associated with energy efficiency programs "will be

22 tracked and verified." As PSE&G witness Daniel Hansen has explained, the GEM would not

5 Dismukes Testimony, p. 31.

-4-



1 require PSE&G to track and verify lost revenues associated with its energy efficiency

2 programs. Lastly, Dr. Dismukes recommended in tile Company’~ 2018 base rate case that

3 the GEM, first introduced in that proceeding, should be rejected at that time because: "[f]irst

4 and most importantly, the Company has not tied its GEM request to a specific set of energy

5 efficiency programs and savings targets.’’6 Here, the Company has satisfied Dr. Dismukes’.

6 concern by re-proposing the GEM alongside a suite of 22 specific energy efficiency

7 programs. Thus, the Board may adequately review and rule on the GEM at this time.

8
9
10 A.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Is denying the CEF-EE Program at this time consistent with New Jersey’s clean
energy goMs and its residents’ best interest?

No. As set forth in my direct testimony, the CEF-EE Program will result in the

following, important benefits for the State:

Lower bills -participating customers will reduce their energy
consumption by approximately 40.6 billion kWh and 675 million
therms, and lower their energy bills by approximately $5.7 billion over
the life of the energy efficiency measures;

Environmental improvements - the CEF-EE Program will result in
the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 24 million tons, sulfur
dioxide emissions by 43,000 tons, and nitrogen oxide emissions by
18,000 tons; and

¯ Job creation - the CEF-EE Program is expected to increase
employment through the creation of approximately 30,000 job-years
and facilitate associated economic activity]

To delay the realization of these benefits, as Rate Counsel recommends the Board do,

26 wouId frustrate the State’s goals of reducing energy consumption, cutting harmful emissions,

BPU Docket Nos. ER18010029 and GRIS010030, Direct Testimony of David E. Dismukes, PhD., p. 42 (accessible at
.https:IAwvw.ni.~OV/rOa/doeslER18010029-and-GR18010030-PSE&G-BRC-201.8-RC-Initial-Testimonv-of-David-
Dismukes-and-Sehedules%20.!~d0.

Direct Testimony ofKaren Reif, pp. 4-5.
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13

t4

i5
I6

17

18

19

20

and growing the green economy. These goals are reflected in the CEA’s mandate that

utilities reduce their customers’ energy usage, and the New Jersey Global Warming

Response Act’s requirement that the Statereduce greenhouse gas emissions (with the initial

emissions reduction target arriving next year, 2020).8. The CEF-EE Program benefits

outlined.above are also consistent with the Administration’s upcoming Energy Master Plan

("EMP") due in June 2019, two .goals of which are "growing New Jersey’s clean energy

economy" and "reducing the state’s carbon footprint".9 Moreover, one of the working

groups for the new EMP is focused on "Reducing Energy Consumption."l°

In sum, the CEA requires the State to significantly expand its energy efficiency

efforts to satisfy the targets set forth in the Act. The State’s current efforts to reduce energy

consumption do not come ctose to meeting the 2% electric and 0.75% gas reduction targets

set forth in the CEA. Further delay will harm the State and its residents. The Board should

approve the CEF-EE Program so that the State can realize its clean energy, environmental,

and green economy goals.

Q. Is there any other way that the CEF-EE Program can assist the State if
approved in accordance with the procedural schedule in this case?

A.    Yes. As the Board continues with its energy efficiency initiatives under the CEA,

including the rulemaking the Act requires, the CEF-EE Program can provide the BPU with

the benefit of actuaI prograt~ experience in New Jersey from a suite of programs that: (1) the

Company designed to meet the energy reduction targets set forth in the Act; and (2) are based

8 N.J.S.A. § 26:2¢-37 etseq.

9 .ht!ps:tl~\"twv.ni.~ovlemr~[ener~,’l

~° ld,

-6-
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5

on best practices gleaned from leading energy efficiency programs around the qountry. Dr.

Dismukes agrees that the CEFEE programs "appear to be cost-effective .... ,,~t Approvat

a~d implementation of the CEF-EE Program can provide the Board with the information and

data it needs to set practical, cost-effective policy directives, as opposed to the BPU making

those decisions in a vacuum. This filing is timely, and should be approved.

6 III. PSE&G AS THE EXCLUSIVE PROVIDER OF REGULATED ENERGY
7 EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS IN ITS SERVICE TERRITORY

8 Q. Did Dr. Hausman accurately describe the Company’s rationale for.why PSE&G
9 believes it should be the exclusive provider of regulated energy efficiency

I 0 programs in its service territory?

11 A. No. Dr. Hausman describes the Company’s "first argument" for why it should be the

12 exclusive provider of regulated energy efficiency programs in its service territory as

13 reflecting PSE&G’s concern that it might not be able to "take ’credit’ [under the CEA] for all

14 of the savings in its service territory" if a third-party, as opposed to the Company, achieves

15 those savings.’’lz That is not PSE&G’s position. The Company acknowledges that it would

16 receive credit towards the CEA’s energy reduction targets for savings generated by non-

17 utility programs, such as the Office of Clean Energy’s ("OCE") programs. As Dr. Hausman

18 notes, the CEA states that the QPIs "shall establish reasonabiy achievable targets for energy

19 savings that take into account the public utility’s energy efficiency measures and otker non-

,,1320 utility energy efficiency measures ....

ll Dismukes Testimony, pp. 24-25.
~2 Hausman Testimony, pp. 22-23.

t3 N.J.S.A. § 48:3-87.9(c).



1 The Company’s actual position is that because the CEA puts the responsibility to

2 achieve savings on the utilities, not the Board or any other entity, the utilities must also have

3 the responsibility to deliver those savings. 14 The CEA allows the Board to assess penalties

4 against the utilities if they fail to achieve those targets.15 Neither the Board nor any other

5 entity has the same incentive to meet the savings targets as the utilities, nor wilt the Board or

6 any other entity incur any penalty for underperformance. Simply put, the utilities are the

7 ~only entities that have the responsibility (and incentive) to meet the savings targets under the

8 Act. With that responsibility must come full control over PSE&G’s ability to meet those

9 targets, free from any competition from other regulated programs. The Company’s success,

10 .and the achievement of the State’s policy goals, cannot be dependent upon entities that do not

11 bear responsibility for achieving those goals. This is one reason, among others, why PSE&G

12 should be the ~xclusive provider of regulated energy efficiency programs in its service

13 territory.16

14
15
16

17 A.

Is there any other way in which the Company being the exclusive provider of
regulated energy efficiency programs in its service territory is consistent with
the CEA?

Yes. The Act is clear that utilities are. now the epicenter of regulated energy

18 efficiency programs in New Jersey, requiring utilities (not the Board) to establish and run

19 energy efficiency programs. For example, the Act requires utilities to:

See generatly N.J.S.A. § 48:3-87.9.
NJ.S.A. § 48:3-87.9(e)(3)-(4).
See ReifDirect Testimony, pp. 18-I9, for other reasons why PSE&G should be the exclusive provider of regulated energy

effMency programs in its service territory.

8



1 ¯ "reduce the use of electricity, or natural gas, as appropriate, within its
2 territory, by its customers, below what would have otherwise been
3 used";

4 ¯ "establish energy efficiency programs and peak demand reduction
5 programs";

6 ¯ "file with the board implementation and repo~ing plans...to determine
7 the energy usage reductions and peak demand reductions achieved by
8 the energy efficiency programs and peak demand reduction programs
9 ..."; and

10 ¯ "fiIe an annual petition with the board to demonstrate compliance with
11 the energy efficiency and peak demand reduction programs,
12 " Compliance with the targets established pursuant tO the quantitative
13 performance indicators, and for cost recovery of the programs."17

14 In total, the words "utility" or "utilities" appear 49 times in the CEA’s energy

15 efficiency provision, while the OCE receives a single reference in the law (i.e., the reference

16 to utilities receiving "credit" toward the energy reduction targets for savings the OCE

17 achieves). Perhaps most n~tab[y, the ’CEA directs the Board to "establish an independent

18 advisory group to study the evaluation, measurement, and.verification process for energy

19 efficiency and peak demand reduction programs, which shall inglude representatives from the

20 public utilities, the Division of Rate Counsel, and environmental and consumer

21 organizations, to provide recommendations to the board for improvements to the

22. programs.’’18 The OCE is noticeably absent from the CEA’s Iist of key stakeholders that are

23 to drive the future of energy efficiency progrmn implementation in New Jersey.

24 That is not to say that the OCE has no role to play in energy efficiency going forward.

25 The OCE’s knowIedge of energy efficiency programs and regulatory activities can be best

See generally NJ.S.A. § 48:3-87.9.

N.J.S.A. § 48:3-87.9(f)(t).

-9-



1 utilized by placing "the OCE at the head of energy efficiency policy across the state, and

2 performing roles related to standard setting and oversight.

3 Q. Has Rate Counsel previously acknowledged the expanding role that utilities will
4 have in energy efficiency under the CEA?

5 A. Yes. In its February 2019 comments submitted in connection with the BPU’s

¯ 6 stakeholder process to implement the CEA’s energy efficiency provisions, Rate Counsel

7 asserted the following:

8 The Clean Energy Act establishes standards for utility energy
9 efficiency program achievement. Those standards...expand the

10 roles of the utilities in relation to the state-managed CEP in
11 delivering energy efficiency". ~9 (emphasis added)

12 Q. If PSE&G gets "credit" for savings the OCE achieves, why does it need to
13 significantly expand its current energy efficiency program offerings in the
14 manner contemplated by the CEF-EE Program?

15 A. As Dr. Hausman notes, it is appropriate to increase spending on energy efficiency

16 given both the CEA and "the availability of unexploited, cost-effective potential.’’z° This is

17 why the CEF-EE Program represents a significant expansion of PSE&G’s current energy

18 efficiency offerings.

19 If PSE&G were limited to its current EE201’7 subprograms, several of which are

20 targeted to niche market segments and products, as Dr. Hausman recommends, its

21 contributions to energy savings targets would be approximately 0.05%, due to the Iimited

22 scope of the subprograms. This would leave the vast majority of the savings required under

19 BPU Docket No. QO19010040, Rate Counsel’s February 15, 2019 comments, at p. 9 (accessible at

https://wv,,,v, ni.~ovtrpa/docs~n the Matter of The lmt~Iementation of" P,L. 2018 c.%2017 Energy Efficiency and Pea
k Demand Comments BPU Docket No. QO19010040.pdf).
20 Dr. Hausman believes this increase in spending should occur aider the BPU completes its energy efficiency initiatives

under the CEA. Hausman Testimony, pp. 20-2I.
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the CEA to come from other sources such as OCE, but with PSE&G being the only entity

assessed penaIties for under-performance. This would, require the OCE to achieve a

significant amount of energy savings to meet the aggressive targets in the CEA, likely

resulting in the State not meeting its consumption goals and a penalty being assessed against

PSE&G for faiIing to comply with those targets.                              ..

Q. Could the OCE increase its spending to help PSE&G reach the CEA reduction
targets?.

A.    Yes, theoretically. However, any shortfall will result in the Company and the State

not achieving the statutory goal to reduce electric consumption annually by 2% and gas

consumption by 0.75%. For example, assume the OCE funding is increased significantly,

thereby increasing its electric savings to 1%, or approximately triple its current level of

0.36%.21 While that wouId be a significant increase for the OCE from its 2018 performance,

PSE&G would not be able to achieve the additional I% savings needed to satisfy the CEA’s

target by running the energy efficiency programs it currently implements. Again, this would

result in the State not meeting its targeted savings and penalties assessed to PSE&G for

missing savings targets it had no real chance to achieve.

Moreover, for the reasons set forth in my direct testimony, PSE&G is uniquely

situated to achieve the savings set forth in the CEF-EE filing.22 The Company’s name brand

recognition, customer relationships, ability to provide on-bill payment options to customers,

and access to customer usage data are all inherent advantages it enjoys over State-

New Jersey’s Clean Energy Program FY19-FY22 Strategic Plan, p. I 0 (accessible at
htt~:.//taieleanener~y.con~!files/fi[e/Librarv/Compliance%20Filin~s/NJCEP%20FY 19-FY22%20Strat~ie%20Plan.pdf),

Direct Testimony ofKaren Reif, pp. 18-19.

-11 -
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3

administered programs. Given the Company’s unique characteristics, it is in a much better

position than the OCE to achieve the reductions required by the Act even if the OCE were to

increase spending.

4 Q. Are there any practical problems with the OCE, as opposed to the utilities,
5 increasing its spending to achieve the required reductions?

6 A. Yes. According to the Board’s accounting, more than $1.5 billion has been diverted

7 from the State’s Clean Energy Fund.23 Those funds were reallocated for purposes other than

8. the OCE implementing energy efficiency programs. Given ongoing budget gaps in the state,

9. it is reasonable to believe that even more money would be diverted from the Clean Energy

10 Fund if the OCE is permitted to increase its spending, tn a June 20 t 8 Board Order on the

1 t OCE budget, Board Staff comments on this issue, stating: "Board Staff notes that the amount

I2 of funding appropriated to [purposes other than OCE programs] and to NJCEP is set by

13 appropriations iegislation, which legislation the Board is legally bound to follow".24

14 Multiple stakeholders have commented on the disruptive state funding process that

15 the OCE faces. For example, the Board in its June 2018 Order collectively summarized the

16 positions of Environment NJ, the New Jersey Business and Industry Association, the Sierra

i7 Club, and Rate Counsel on the issue of diverting Clean Energy Fund dollars for other uses as

18 follows: "no, or substantiatIy less, SBC funds should be ailocated" to initiatives other than

19 energy ef~ciency.2s

23 NJ Board of Public Utilities Response to FY 2017-2018State Budget, p.14 (accessible at
https:/lww~v.nileg.statemi.us/!egislativepubibud~zet 2018/BP~. response.pdt).
24 In the Matter of the Comprehensive Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Resource Analysis for the Fiscal Years
2019-2022, B~PU Docket No. QO18040392, June 22, 2018 Order, p. 1 I.

-I2-
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This funding uncertainty and constraint has hampered, and will continue to hamper,

the OCE’s abiiity to scale its energy savings. Conversely, CEF-EE Program doilars will

either be spent on the Company’s energy efficiency programs or returned to customers as

part of its annuaI cost recovery filings. All utility spending wilt be subject to an annual

prudency review as well.

Moreover, the OCE currently operates on one year budgets. If this current practice

continues, it will prevent the growth in energy savings that the CEA requires and will also

cause anxiety among energy efficiency vendors operating in New Jersey that are looking for

steadfast projects to keep their members employed. Conversely, if approved, the CEF-EE

Program will run for six years, creating the kind of consistency and certainty that will give

the energy efficiency marketplace confidence to invest in New Jersey, thereby growing the

green economy in the state and encouraging year-over-year improvements in energy savings

that will satisfy the CEA’s savings targets.

THE OCE’S PE~ORMANCE

Dr. Hausman states in his testimony that the OCE programs are "cost-effective."
Hausman Testimony, p. 16. Do you agree?

No, I do not agree. Dr. Hausman’s testimony provides no evidence, metrics,

explanation or supporting documentation validating the OCE’s cost-effectiveness. In his

discovery responses, Dr. Hausman provided a link to the OCE’s annual compliance filings to

support this conclusion, but that filing contains onIy the cost-benefit test scores for the OCE

programs as filed (not actual resuIts).26 The Company is not aware of any documentation

26 Hausman Discovery Response, PS-RC-EH-5(b).
-13-



1 that shows actual cost-benefit results for completed OCE programs, nor has Dr. Hausman

2 provided or reviewed any such results.

3 Q. Is Dr. Hausman’s conclusion that the OCE programs are "cost-effective"
4 consistent with prior Rate Counsel statements on this topic?

5 A. No, it is not. Rate. Counsel has questioned the cost-effectiveness of the OCE

~ 6 programs on several recent occasions. For example, in May 2018 comments on the Clean

7 Energy Program Budget and Strategic Plan, Rate Counsel notes: "The OCE has not

8 adequately addressed...its plans to assure that the funds collected are spent...cost-

9 effectiveiy.’’a7 In the same comments, Rate Counsel objected to the cost-effectiveness of

10 individual OCE programs, noting: (1) "the cost-effectiveness of the !qroposed Multi-Family

11 program is low"; and (2) the benefit-cost ratio of the Home Performance with Energy Star

12 component of the OCE’s Residential Existing Homes Program is "only" 0.2 under the Total

13 Resource Cost Test.28

14 Furthermore, in its March 20, 2019 comments about the proposed New Jersey Clean

15 Energy Program ("NJCEP") fiscal year 2019 true-up budget, Rate Counsel expressed

16 concern that the proposedbudget changes might "reduce the overall cost-effectiveness of the

17 entire CEP program because the OCE is now projecting substantially less energy savings"

18 while increasing spending.29

27 NJ Division of Rate Counsel Comments on NJCEP FI’2019 Budget and Strategic Plan, p. I05 (.accessible at

httl~s:l/s3oamazonaws.eom/CandIfBinderl Final.~df).
z8 Id. at page 130-32.

29 NJ Division of Rate Counsel Comments on NJCEP FY19 True-Up Budget,p. 2 (accessible at

http:l/nicleanener~v.cdndfi~es/fite/oublic cornments/FY t9/TrueUoComments, l~.d~
- 14-



1 Q. ’How do the OCE programs, compare to the programs of peer entities with
2 respect to cost effectiveness?

3 A. The most recent independent evaluation report per[brmed by Energy & Resource

4 Solutions ("ERS") in 2016 l~br the OCE programs found that "NJCEP is generally less cost-

5 effective than peer programs" and that "compared to other EE portfolios, New Jersey has a

6 typical-sized budget but achieves fewer energy savings than most, resulting in a higher cost

7 per energy unit saved than many other programs with very similar portfolios.’’3° The report

8 also noted that °’cost efficiency is not a focus within the organization.’’31

9 Similarly, a cost benchmarking study of the OCE programs that ERS performed in

10 2015 concluded: "The first portfolio-wide trend of note in the data is an overalI high cost per

11 kWh relative to other programs", and the "program-by-program S/kWh results fall short of

12 the level of excellence desired by the NJCEP administrators, with few exceptions.’’32 The

13 20t5 ERS benchmarking study found .that NJCEP programs were ota average in the 39th

14 percentile of peer programs for their cost efficiency, far away from the top quartile of

15 programs that would be considered the most cost-effective.33

18 A,

19

Are having State-implemented energy efficiency programs, such as the OCE’s
programs, consistent with best practices in other jurisdictions?

No. New Jersey’s program administrative structure is not appropriate from a

governance standpoint; it is not aligned with best practices; and it prevents the .OCE from

3o See Process Evaluation Study prepared for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program, January 2016, at PP. 42 and 95

(accessible at
http://w~vc.r~ieleanene~v.com/fi le~fileiLibrarv/NJCEP%20P roeess%20Evaluation%20Fin at%20ReootX%20 and%20Memo
%2002152017.1xtf).
3~ ld. at p. 94o
~ Review and Benchmarking of the New Jersey Clean Energy Program prepared for the New Jersey Board of Pubtic
Utilities, February 24, 2015, p. 6 (accessible at                          .

o 0 o o~ttp:/~"~vw~nic~eanener~v~c~m/~es/~e/L~rar~/ERS ~2~Benchmark~2~and ~2~Pr~ram ~/~2~Review v3.odf).
3~ Id.
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1 achieving cost-effective and meaningfuI energy reductions despite the best efforts of OCE

2 Staff. The 2016 ERS report cites New Jersey as "the only state where the organization

3 promoting clean energy is part of the regulatory body, as opposed to an independent

4 authority.’’34 Emphasis added. A repo.rt by the Regulatory Assistance Project ("RAP") and

5 referenced by Dr. Hausman in discovery35 confirms that it is not a best practice for the State

6 to implement energy efficiency programs. The RAP report states that "government

7 administration of consumer-funded energy efficiency programs has not gone as well as

8 administration by other means" and "[w]hen the state is the administrator of energy

9 efficiency programs, the role of the regulator can diminish".36 This structure creates a

10 fundamental conflict of interest, where sound governance and oversight is unlikely, or even

t 1 impossible. On the one hand, the Board must provide regulatory oversight over the use of

12 utility customers’ funds to support regulated energy efficiency programs, yet on the other

13 hand it itself implements energy efficiency programs through the OCE without a separate,

14 independent governance or oversight body for that function.

15 Most states avoid this conflict of interest by directing utilities, which already have a

16 sound oversight structure in place, to serve as program administrators for energy efficiency

17 programs. This leaves the state’s public utility commission to what it does best -- regulate

18 the utilities. The ACEEE reports that in the overwhelming majority of states (i.e., over 80%),

19 utilities are the sole program administrators for energy efficiency programs.37 Even so, there

34 See January 2016 ERS report, supra, at p. 2I,
3s Hausman Discovery Response PS-RC-EH-1,
~6 RAP Report, g/ho Should Deliver Ratepayer-Funded Energy Efficiency, November 2011, at pp. 23-24 (accessible at
https://ww~v4.eere.energ’~’.4zov/seeaction/svstem!filesldoeumentstrap sedano whoshoulddeliverrate~averfundedee 2011

37 ACEEE state policy database (accessible at https:t/aceee.orglsector/state~oolic~z).
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I2

13

14

15

16

are a handful of successful models that fully or partially feature a statewide program

administrator. One noteworthy example, referenced by Dr. Hausman in discovery, is

Vermont,38 which achieved 3.3% electric savings in 2017, the highest of.any state.39

Contrary to Dr. Hausman’s discovery response, however, the Vermont model is materially

different than New Jersey’s model, and is actually more akin to a utility-run model (so much

so that the Vermont implementer, known as Efficiency Vermont, is called an "Energy

Efficiency Utility").4° More specifically: (i) by law, "the funds collected for Efficiency

Vermont may not .be used to meet the general .obligations of the state";4~ and (2) Efficiency

Vermont is administered by the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation, an "independent

nonprofit energy services organization" that is subject to oversight by regulators through a

"rigorous management process".42 The full independence of Efficiency Vermont stands in

stark contrast to the OCE, which resides within the regulatory body itself. Efficiency

Vermont is also subject to performance incentives, like the New Jersey utilities will be under

the CEA.43

Rate Counsel, in its public comments from February 2019, noted two states as

exemplary energy efficiency modeIs for New Jersey to consider: New York and

~8 Hausman Discovery Response PS-RC-EH-1.

~9 ACEEE 2018 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, at p. 28 (accessible at
htt~s:/laceee.org/research-rel~ort/u 1808). ~
40 h~s://~w~v.ener~¥.eov/savln~/efficiencv-vermont

4lid.

~ h~s://w~v.e~eiencvvermont.com~about/what-we-do

43 Vhttps://Ixm.verm~nt.~v/ener~¥-e~e~ene~’-uti~itv-~r~ram/eeu-ver[fi~ati~n-and-e aluation
-17-
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13

Massachusetts.44 With respect to New York, Rate Counsel noted that "the lion’s share of

conventional energy efficiency programs" is assigned to that state’s utilities.4s Regarding

Massachusetts, where the utilities serve as program administrators, Rate Counsel noted that it

is "possible to have the investor-owned utilities offer their own programs without a single

statewide administrator", so long as there is "careful coordination.’’46 PSE&G agrees with

this framework.

There is wide stakeholder alignment that moving towards a utility program

administrator model is the right move for New Jersey. In comments fi’om February 2019, the

Natural Resources Defense Council, the Environmental Defense Fund, and the New Jersey

League of Conservation Voters assert that "utilities should be responsible for program

design, and implementation,"47 while the Energy Efficiency Alliance of NJ states that

"utilities should be empowered to propose mad administer programs[.]’’48 Lime Energy

concurs that "[u]tilities are best suited to administer energy efficiency programs".

14 Q. Is the "State as program implementer" model, such as here in New Jersey,
15 efficien t?

16 A. No, itis not. This is simply and inherently due to the OCE being part of the State

17 government. In its 2016 independent evaluation report, ERS describes policies and

18 procedures that the OCE is required to follow as a state entity but that place "constraints on

44 BPU Docket No. QO19010040, Rate Counsel’s February 15, 2019 comments, at pp. 9-11 (accessible at

https:ltww~v.ni.govtrpa/does~n the Matter of The Implementation of’ P.L. 2018 c.%2017 Energy Efticiencv and Pea
k Demand Comments BPU Docket No. ootg010040,pdf).
4SMatp. 9.
4SMat p. 11.
~7 BPU Docket No. QO19010040, Comments ofNRDC, EDF and the New Jersey League of Conservation Voters February

15, 2019, at p. 50 (accessible at https://s3.amazonaws.eom/n[cepfiles!B.inderl .pdf).
’~ld. atp. 103.
’~91d. atp, 215.
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1 itswork",s° For example, all contract changes and details "must go through the Department

2 of Treasury for approval," a slow, inefficient process that can take "weeks, months, or, in

3 some cases, years.’’51 Additionally, "[i]ncentive checks must also be issued by the Treasury,

4 which increases the amount of time it takes to pay customers.’’s2 RAP shares the view that

5 state government procurement rules are a barrier to efficient program administration. In its

6 report entitled "Who Should Deliver Ratepayer-Funded Energy Efficiency," RAP states that

7 "State government is likely to be attuned to statutory goals, but without care may not be

8 nimble enough to manage changing markets ....,,s3 Rate Counsel has also commented in the

9 past about the importance of efficiency for program administrators, stating in February 2019

t0 that an administrative structure "should further program goals by supporting effic!ency in.

11 operation".54 Due to the constraints and governmental procedures it inherently faces, the

I2 OCE does not demonstrate "efficiency in operation."

13
14

15

16

17

18

Besides being inefficient and not cost effective, are there any other issues with
the "State as the implementer" approach Dr. Hausman supports?

Yes. One of the most important indicators of success in energy efficiency is the

amount of energy savings achieved. In Fiscal Year 2018, the OCE achieved 0.36% energy

savings as a percentage of retail sates.55 This value is well below the New Jersey average

energy savings of 0.55%, which is itself low, as the State ranks only 29th in the country.56

so 2016 ERS Report, supra, at p. 44.

~ ld. at p. 45.

~ RAP.Report, supra, at p. 24,
54 Rate Counsel’s February 15, 2019 comments, supra, at p. 1.
ss NJCEP FY2019-FY2022 Strategic Pian, sup/a, at p. 10.
ss ACEEE 2018 State Energy Efticieney Scorecard, supra.
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These low savings levets are not indicative of successful energy efficien.cy programs, and

.they will not help New Jersey satisfy the reduction targets set forth the CEA.

In May 2018 comments on the BPU’s Comprehensive Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy Resource Analysis Straw Proposal and the Draf~ Strategic Plan for Fiscal.

Year 2019, Rate Counsel expressed its concern that the OCE’s savings targets "are lower

than those actually achieved by the OCE in the past, and lower than those achieved in other

states.’’~7 Rate Counsel further criticized the OCE’s strategic plan, stating it was "lacking

¯ . . a clear explanation of how the money that the OCE is proposing to collect from

ratepayers will translate into achieving the State’s Clean Energy goals in an effective and

cost-effective manner.’’s8

New Jersey’s current model also iacks meaningful measurement and verification

("M&V") data for OCE programs. In its May 2018 comments, Rate CounseI expressed

concern about the "lack of specificity for planning and budgeting levels for evaluation",59

and cites the 2016 ERS finding that the NJCEP programs have "very little evaluation or

measurement and verification (M&V) data to improve program performance" and that

’~’JCEP also does not perform any M&V of projects to measure savings.’’6° To address this

deficiency, the ERS evaluation recommended that the OCE "[g]ather more evaluation/M&V

data to improve program performance.’’61

NJ Division of Rate Counsel Comments on NJCEP FY2019 Budget and Strategic Plan, p. 16 (accessible at
htlps://www.ni.~ov/.rpa/does/NJRC. Comments to NJCEP FY19-22 CRA & Strategic Plan May 31 2018.PDF).
~ld. atp, 3.
~ld. alp, 8. ,

2016 ERS report, supra, at pp. 2 and 5,
Id. at p. 3.
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1

2

¯ In sum, more robust energy savings and M&V efforts would be required l~efore the

OCE programs could be characterized as "successful," as Dr. Hausman described them.62

3 Q. As compared to the .OCE, can the Company more efficiently and effectively
4 deliver energy services as the exclusive regulated provider in its territory?

5 A. Yes, contrary to Dr. Hausman’s testimony. PSE&G has a long track-record of

6 successfully delivering energy efficiency programs, and has won multiple energy efficiency

7 awards.63 The inherent inefficiencies that have plagued the OCE as described above are not

8 applicable to PSE&G, as an investor-owned utility, and thus the Company can be more

9 nimble and responsive to the marketplace than the State can be. The CEF-EE proposal aims

I0 to put in place a more efficient model that: (1) clearly separates oversight from operational

11 performance; (2) eliminates the inefficiencies inherent in government processes; (3) ensures

12 all funds collected from customers are ~used only for energy efficiency purposes; and (4)

13 ’ creates an environment where energy efficiency can thrive. As noted above, the OCE can be

14 best utilized by it being at the head of energy efficiency policy, and performing roles related

15 to standard setting and oversight.

16 V. ISSUES OF EQUITY

17 Q. Please comment on the issues of equity described by Dr. Hausman.

18 A. Dr. Hausman comments that ’°CEF-EE program costs ~would be

19.

borne by all

ratepayers, whether they are eligible (or choose) to participate in various programs or not,

6~ Hausman Testimony, p. 5.

-~ PSE&G also has a successful history of running large scale infrastructure programs, including Energy Strong I ($1.22
billion). The Company is no stranger to larger scale programs like CEF-EE.
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1 white the benefits disproportionately accrue to the participants in the various programs.’’64

2 However, the CEF-EE proposal is broad, far-reaching, and designed to provide opportunities

3 for every customer cIass to participate. In fact, Dr. Hausman has not been able to articulate,

4 either in his testimony or in a targeted discovery question, a single customer class that would

5 not be able to participate in at least one CEF-EE subprogram.65 That is because the CEF-EE

6 subprograms will promote equity, and wiII provide opportunities for low and moderate

7 income customers to participate through the Residential Income-Eligible and Residential

8 Multi-Family programs. Moreover, as Dr. Hausman aclrmowledges in discovery, certain

9 program benefits will accrue to non-program participants, such as the substantial

10 environmental and economic benefits described in my direct testimony.66 Lastly, it should

11 be noted that all customer classes pay the clean energy portion of the SBC, so the issues Dr.

12 Hausman notes with respect to equity appIy (at least) equally to the OCE programs.

13 That s.aid, PSE&G agrees with Dr. Hausman that the Board should "ensure that as

14 many customers as possibIe have a full opportunity to participate in [the CEF-EE Program]

15 and that costs are reasonably allocated among rate classes commensurate with the benefits

16 available to each.’’67

~ Hausman Testimony, p. 35.
65 Hausman Discovery Response, P$-RC-EH-17.

~ Hausman D~scovery Response, PS-RC-EH-18.
67 Hausman Testimony, p. 36.
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VI. PROPOSED IT CAPITAL COSTS

Q. Please summarize Rate Counsel’s position with respect to the Company’s
proposed IT costs.

A.    Rate Counsel wimess Mugraee believes that, "[w]ithout more detailed explanation",

the Company seemingly should not recover any IT costs in connection with the significant

expansion of its CEF-EE Programs, because it "has spent and recovered mitIions of dollars in

IT investments in prior energy efficiency programs.’’6s

8 Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mugrace’s position?

9 A. No. The Company has provided sufficient detail regarding its proposed IT expenses,

10 including in discovery.69 More impoI~antly, technology is a main enabler of the modern

11 platform required to provide exceptional energy efficiency services to customers. As such,

12 spending on technology is not only desired, but necessary to build top-tier efficiency

13 solutions. In today’s digital world, the interaction between utility companies and customers

14 isincreasingly influenced by companies in other sectors, not simply other utilities.

15 Companies that currently provide an effortless customer experience -- such as Amazon and

16 Netflix -- have become integral to many customers’ daily lives and the benchmark for

17 convenience and service. This means that customers expect higher levels of engagement

18 with their utility’s energy efficiency programs through capabilities that the CEF-EE proposed

19 IT spend will enable. This includes all twelve technology categories described in the CEF-

20 EE proposal, and attached to this testimony as Exhibit I.

Mugrace Testimony, p. 10.
See, e.g,, S-PSEG-EE-ENE-0019 and S-PSEG-EE-ENE-0020:
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1 Q. But isn’t Mr. Mugrace correct that the Company has "spent and recovered
2 millions of dollars in IT investment in prior energy efficiency programs?"

3 A. Yes, but that is not a rational reason to deny the proposed IT costs in the CEF-EE

4 Program. For starters, given that technology is constantly changing, IT investments in 2008

5 -- when the Company’s Carbon Abatement Program was approved -- are meaningless in

6 2019 (and beyond). To illustrate this point: the iPhone debuted in 2007. Today, 12 years

7 later, Apple has released many different versions of the iPhone, and most consumers are on

8 their 3rd or 4m version of the smartphone. Amazon’s Echo (or "Alexa’’) had yet to debut at

9 the time the Company filed its Energy Efficiency Extension II filing in August 2014. Today

I0 it is ubiquitous. Current technology needed to support energy efficiency programs is no

11 different; anything less is tantamount to a flip phone in an iPhone world.

12 Mr. Mugrace himself recognizes this in the following section of his testimony related

13 to the amortization of IT capital costs:

14 Given the rapidly changing technology environment, changes in
15 capabilities,~ behavior, new developing apps for mobile devices and
16 computers, as welt as, the fact that new technologies are being
17 developed at a much quicker pace, a five-year amortization for
18 software costs is reasonable.7°

19 ~t is difficult to reconcile Mr. Mugrace’s position that technologies "are being

20 developed at a much quicker pace" with his conclusion that the Company’s IT spend from

21 prior programs dating back 11 years precludes the recovery of any additional IT costs in this

22 filing. More imp0rtantly, Mr. Mugrace is correct-.technology is rapidly developing. The

23 proposed IT spend to support a filing that represents a significant expansion of PSE&G’s

24 existing energy efficiency programs is necessary to keep pace with these developments.

70 Mugrace Testimony, p. 13.
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Lastty, in prior PSE&G energy efficiency cases, t~e Board was only willing to

approve the IT spend necessary to implement those energy efficiency programs. While that

approach was sensible, it means that the technology used to implement those prior energy

efficiency programs is of little assistance with respect to implementing the new CEF-EE

subprograms. Case in point: the on-bill repayment solution that supports the Company’s

current energy efficiency programs includes some manual components, and is not designed

to scale to the level needed to handle the volume of repayments proposed under CEF-EE.

8 Q. Has any third party commented on the need for sufficient investment in IT to
9 support energy efficiency programs?

10 A. Yes. ERS has commented on this topic heavily with respect to the OCE programs,

t 1 citing the State’s failure to spend in the area of technology as causing inefficiencies, lower

12 participation, and poorer customer experiences. For example, some key recommendations

13 from the 2016 report were improvements to the NJCEP website, which "is not seen to be

t4 user-friendly.’’7~ Another recommendation was to "[d]esign an online portal for customers

t5 and contractors to submit applications eIectronically" to improve processing time and

16 participation.72 The report also discussed at length the "deficiencies" that currently exist due

17 to an inadequate tracking and reporting system, which ERS believes to be "important for

18 evaluating program cost-effectiveness, program reach, and other metrics.’’73 As a remedy,

t9 the report makes a recommendation that the OCE "[b]uild a more flexible IMS [information

2016 ERS report, supra, at p. 74.
721d. atp. 6.
731d. atp. 51-52.
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1 management system] with future capabilities in mind".74

2 in the CEF-EE proposal is designed to avoid these issues.

The IT spend that PSE&G outlined

3 VII. CAP ON CEF-EE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

4 Q. In the direct testimony of Dante Mugrace, he argued that CEF-EE.
5 administrative costs should be capped. Do you agree with this recommendation?

6 A. No. The administrative costs estimated for the CEF-EE proposal represent the

7 Company’s projections of the internal labor and supporting program costs that are needed to

8 administer successful energy efficiency programs and meet the energy savings targets in the

9 CEF-EE proposal and the CEA. Capping the administrative costs couId prohibit the utility

I0 from pursuing opportunities for cost-effective energy efficiency and from meeting the

11 requirements of the CEA. Furthermore, the Societal Cost Test, which the Company proposes

12 to use to evaluate program cost-effectiveness, is a comprehensive test that takes into account

13 all program benefits and costs, and is the most appropriate mechanism to use to screen for.

14 cost efficiency. Arbitrarily capping administrative costs would interfere with proper cost-

15 benefit screening without consideration of the full breadth of program costs and benefits, and

16 is therefore not a reasonable approach.

17 VIII. DATA COLLECTION AND PRIVACY

18 Q. Please comment on the data collection and privacy issues raised by Dr.
19 Hausman.

20 A. PSE&G takes the security and confidentiality of its customers’ data very seriously.

21 For that reason, PSE&G agrees with Dr. Hausman’s recommendation that the Board require

741d, atp. 54.
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1 PSE&G to implement a "clear and readily accessible policy regarding the collection and use

2 of customer data.’’Ts Indeed, the Company already maintains data privacy policies, which

3 would appIy to all CEF-EE programs.

Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony at this time?

Yes.

7s Hausman Testimony, p. 37.
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Exhibit 1: IT Cost Detail

IT Cost Amounts

.............. IT Build Cost IT Run Cost

.... 1                                         $        28,322,580       $     7,798,050SAP Billing - On-Bill Finance (Hybris)

2 i Customer & EE Data Analytics Platform $ 11,859,960 $ 7,589,025

3                                                                            $               10,749,120             $         %050,000EE Service Integration Platform

4                                                                            $                 5,666,752             $         2,106,000CFaM Enhancements

5 .... $                 4,474,860             ’$         1,75’5,000MyAccount Enhancements

6    CG~ CAD Enhancements $ 2,553,984

7 ’ Interfaces to/frorn"EE Integration and $ 2,603,43’0 $’ 1,67i,525
PSE&G Systems ...............

8                                                                            $                 5,000,000             $                         -EE Program Enhancements

9 ETA - WO/CVR Pi|ot
$ 879,900 $" 360,000

10                                         $         6,000,000ETA ’ Other

11 ..... $ 2,100,000 $ 5’40,000
PSE&G AccountingUpgrade

12 Streetfi’~ht Control Software OMS $ ’ 2,200,000 $ 0
Interface
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IT Cost Narratives from Discovery Response S-PSEG-EE-ENE-0020

Subcategory

SAP Billing -
On-Bill1 Finance
(Hybris)

Customer &
EE Data2 Analytics
Platform

EE Service
3 Integration

Platform

Narrative

Supports On’-Bill
Financing related functions
which includes
verification, qualification,
and enrollment of
customers in available
energy efficiency on-bill
financing incentives. "
Calculates and posts
amounts due to PSE&G
bill and tracks payments
and balances. Current
EE2017 on-bill repayment
is for a much smaller
number of customers and
requires significant manual
intervention. It is not
scalable to support CEF-
EE.

Consolidates, manages,
and performs advanced
analytics on all forms of
data related to PSE&G’s
energy efficiency
programs. Provides insight
and supports decision-
making on customer
behavior, program
performance, and future
program design

Enables timely, accurate,
and secure application and
data integration across all
energy efficiency
technology solutions. The
integration platform is an
essential element to ensure
customer security, user-
friendly experience, and
timely and accurate data
flows.

What is included
IT Development

¯ Software Licensing Cost
¯ Procurement and installation
of Hardware
¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data ProvisioningSntegrity.
¯ Third Party Services for
Integration Efforts,
Configuration, Development,
Testing and Deployment Of
Solution to Production
¯ Software Licensing Cost
¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Integration Efforts, Platform
Consulting/Development
Services, Testing and
Deployment of Solution to
Production
¯ User Licensing Cost to aceess
and use the SanS Solution
¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring the Platform,
Integration Efforts, Testing and
Deployment of Solution to
Production

IT Run

¯ Company
Labor t Third
Partybaoor
on-going support
¯ Yearly
Licensing Cost

¯ Company
Labor t Third
Party Labor for
on-going support
¯ Yearly
Licensing Cost

¯ Company
Labor / Third
Party Labor for
on-going support
¯ Yearly
.Licefising COSt
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Subcategory

CRM
Enhancements

MyAccount
Enhancements

Narrative

Allow customers to access
energy efficiency program
information through a
customer service
representative, includifig
past participation,
eligibility,
recommendations or
analysis on energy usage,
and information on status
of ongoing projects.

Supports integration Of
marketplace order
processing and fulfillment
functionality. The solution
component provides a
user-friendly "point-of-
entry" for customers to
gain insight on current
energy usage and consider
and enroll in available
energy efficiency
offerings. This component
wilt also assist the
customer in deciding on
"best fit" offerings as
additional premise/usage
information is provided,
while also simplifying the
eligibility and qualification
process. In addition, the
online marketplace enables
customers to purchase
energy savings products,
including on-bill
repayment options.

What is included
IT Development

¯ User Licensing Cost to access
to use the CRM Sans Solution
. Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring the
Solution, Enhancements to
PSEG MyAccount, Multi- "
System Integration, Testing and
DepIoyment of Solution to
Production

¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring and Development,
Multi-System Integration
Efforts, Testing and
Deployment of Solution to
Production

IT Run

. Company
Labor / Third
Party Labor for
on-going suppot~
¯ Yearly
Licensing Cost

¯ Company
Labor / Third
Party Labor for
on-going S~pport
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Subcategory

CGI CAD
Enhancements

Interfaces
to/fi’om EE
Integration and
PSE&G
Systems

EE Program
Enhancements

Narrative

Supports order fulfillment
of EE orders. The solution
component will automate
the creation, sequencing,
scheduling, assignment,
and completion of all
energy efficiency
fulfillment activities for
PSE&G internal as well as
3rd party installation
partners. Provides
fulfillment status
information to PSE&G call
center and customer port@

The integration platform is
in essential element to
ensure user-friendly
experience, customer
security, and timely and
accurate data flows.

Perform ongoing
enhancements over the
CEF filing period to
support changes andlor
additions to energy
efficiency program
offerings and/or program
reporting needs. Ensure
systems continue to
support the CEF-EE
Program as it evolves.

What is included
IT Development

¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning~ntegrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring and Development,
Multi-System Integration
Effort, Testing and Deployment
of enhancements to Production~
¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning~nte. grity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring and building the
Data transfer and Integration.
efforts for PSEG CRM,
Billing, Work Management and
External Vendor /
implementation Contractor
Systems, Testing and
Deployment of enhancements
to Production
¯ Compa~, Labor for P’~oject
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation of the Solution and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
Configuring and developing
systems and integrations
needed for potential EE
Program changes and
integrations, Testing and
Deployment of enhancements
to Production ......

IT Run

¯ No additional
run costs

¯ Company
Labor / Third
Party Labor for
on-going support

¯ No additional
run costs
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11

12

Subeategory

ETA -
VVO/CVR
Pilot

ETA- Other

PSE&G Asset
Accounting
Upgrade

Streetlight
Control
Sottware OMS
Interface

Narrative

Configuration and custom
software development to
support operation of the
VVO/CVR pilot.
Subprogram.

Cover costs for Non-Wires
Alternative- Pilot (EEl
DR! Storage), Efficiency as
a Service - Pilot, Smart
Home- Pilot (connected
devices, diagnostics, EV
cl~arging), Emerging
Technologies and
Approaches ~esearch and
Commercialization).

Add functionality and
features to PSE&G asset
accounting systems to
support complex tracking
and reporting requirements
of CEF programs and
subprograms.

The Str’eettight
Management System will
provide the ability for
PSE&G to monitor and
control the operation of
streetlights, including;
operating health status,
on/offschedule, and lamp
brightness. The system
will also integrate With
PSE&G’s Work
Management system (CGI
CAD) to automatically
generate maintenance and
repair work orders
whenever an abnormal
status condition is detected.

What is included
IT De~iopment

¯ Company Labor for Proj oct
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design,
development effort, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation and Data
Provisioning/Integrity ....

¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), development
effort, Security Evaluation and
Data Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Company Labor (PowerPlan)
for Project Management,
Requirement Gathering,
Design, Development effort for
upgrade!enhancements, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation and Data
Provisioning/Iq~egrity

¯ Company Labor for Project
Management, Requirement
Gathering, Design, Testing
(System Integration and User
Acceptance), Security
Evaluation and Data
Provisioning/Integrity
¯ Third Party Services for
configuring and developing
systems and integrations,
Testing and Deployment of
enhancements to Production

IT Run

¯ Third Party On-
going
maintenance cost

¯ No additional
run costs

¯ Third Party On-
going
maintenance cost

¯ No additional
run costs
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PUBLIC SERVICE ELECT~C AND GAS COMPANY
REBUTTAL T.ESTIMONY

OF
DANIEL HANSEN

VICE PI~SIDENT, CHRISTENSEN ASSOCIATES ENERGY CONSULTING, LLC

I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE TESTIMONY

2 Q. Please state your name, affiliation and business address.

3 A. My name is Daniel Hansen and I am a Vice President at Christensen Associates

4 Energy Consulting, LLC. My principal place of business is 800 University Bay Drive, Suite

5 400, Madison, Wisconsin 53705.

6 Q. Have you previously filed testimony in this proceeding?

7 A. Yes, I flied direct testimony on behalf of Public Service Electric and Gas Company

8 ("PSE&G" or "the Company") describing and supporting its Green Enabling Mechanism

9 ("GEM") proposal as part of its Clean Energy Future - Energy Efficiency ("CEF-EE") filing.

I0 My credentiaIs are set forth in Schedule DGH-I attached to my direct testimony.

11 Q. Did any parties provide direct testimony in response to the GEM proposal?

12 A.. Yes, there were two: David E. Dismukes on behalf of the Division of Rate Counsel

13 ("Rate Counsel"); and Amanda Levin on behalf of Environment New Jersey ("ENJ"), the

14 Environmental Defense Fund ("EDF"), Sierra Club ("SC"), New Jersey League of

15 Conservation Voters (’%’JLCV"), and the Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC"),

16 represented collectiveiy by the Eas.tern Environmental Law Center ("EELC").



What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding?

The purpose of my testimony is to respond to arguments made by Dr. Dismukes.

3 also comment on the testimony of Ms. Levin.

4 Q. Please summarize Dr. Dismukes’s testimony regarding the Company’s GEM
5 proposal.

6 A. Dr. Dismukes recommends the rejection of the Company’s GEM proposal, citing

7 three general arguments ~ismukes Direct, p. 28, lines 16-22):

8 ¯ The GEM is inconsistent with the Clean Energy Act ("CEA" or the "Act");

9 ¯ The GEM is inconsistent with past Board revenue adjustment policies; and

10 ¯ The Company has not shown that its current or proposed energy efficiency efforts
i I have resulted in a negative financial impact.

112 I will address each of these arguments in my testimony.

13

14

15

16

17

18

t9

20

21

22

23

Q. Itow is your rebuttal testimony organized?

A. Following this introductory section, Section II describes the need for the GEM;

Section III responds to Dr. Dismukes’s argument that the GEM is not consistent with the

CEA; Section IV discusses the precedent for decoupling in New Jersey; Section V discusses

the prevalence of revenue decoupling in the United States; Section VI discusses Ms. Levin’s

recommendation that there be a third-party audit of the GEM; and Section VII concludes

with a summary of my recommendations.

II. THE NEED FOR Tt~ GEM

Q. Please summarize Dr. Dismukes’s arguments that there is no need for the GEM.

A. Dr. Dismukes presents two such arguments. First, he claims that the GEM is not

necessary to remove the Company’s disincentive to promote conservation and energy



1 efficiency because "It]he Clean Energy Act effectively eliminates this disincentive since it

2 mandates utilities to adopt energy efficiency programs and meet target usage reduction

3 levels." Dismukes Direct, p. 29, lines 12-14. Second, he claims that the GEM is not needed

4 because "It]he Company has not shown that its current or proposed energy efficiency efforts

5 have resulted in a negative financial impact." Id., p. 37, lines 25-26.

6 Q. Do you agree that the mandates within the Act effectively remove the
7 Company’s disincentive to promote conservation and energy efficiency?

8 A. No, I do not. While the requirements of the Act are enforceable through incentives

9 and penaIties, those do not eliminate the Company’s disincentive to promote conservation.

10 In the absence of the GEM, -the Company must weigh these incentives / penalties against the

11 expected revenue losses from reduced sales. An example is one directly cited in the CEA,

12 namely an incentive or penalty that increases or reduces the return on equity ("ROE") for

13 PSE&G’s CEF-EE programs if it does or does not meet the CEA energy savings goaIs

t4 ~’.J.S.A. 48:3-87.9(e)(4)). If PSE&G determines that meeting the CEA savings goals and

15 receiving an incentive ROE for its CEF-EE program will result in a lower ROE for the entire

16 Company, PSE&G has a disincentive to achieve the energy savings goal. In contrast, the

17 GEM eliminates that disincentive as PSE&G would recover the impact of the lost sales

18 revenue separately from the incentives / pe~aalties envisioned in the CEA. Indeed, the GEM

19 is an effective way to eliminate the disincentive to promote energy efficiency and allows the

20 incentives envisioned in the CEA to work effectively.



1 Q. What types of actions would the Company have an incentive to take in the
2 absence of the GEM?

3 A. There are a number of ways a utility could respond to a requirement/penalty

4 framework when the throughput disincentive remains. First, the utility could seek out

5 programs it believes underperform relative to their measurement and valuation, which would

6 be a way of meeting requirements on paper without incurring the full loss of sales. Second,

7 the utility could Iook for ways to grow load to offset the losses from successfully

8 implemented conservation programs. Third, the utility could resist programs that may reduce

9 sales but do not have readily verifiable energy savings, such as providing general advice on

10 energy savings or supporting improvements in building codes or appliance standards. The

11 GEM would eliminate the utiIity’s incentive to do an.y of these things, while the absence of

12 the GEM potentially puts PSE&G in an adversarial position regarding achievement of the

13 Act’s goals. Note that I am not aware of any such plans - I am simply describing the

14 incentives that result from emphasizing a requirement/penalty approach versus directly

15 addressing the Company’s disincentive to reduce customer sales.

16
17

18

1.9

20

21.

22

23

Q. Do you agree that the Company’s efficiency activities have not resulted in a
negative financial impact?

A.    While it is true that the Company’s past energy efficiency.activities have not had a

large effect on the Company’s earnings, the scale of these efforts will improve significantly

in response to the Act. Therefore, the historical experience is not indicative of what the

Company expects to Occur in the future. Tla~ Company provided the distribution revenue

impact of lost sales from existing energy efficiency programs in the response to RCR-POL-

0011, and from CEF-EE in RCR-POL-0012. As shown in the table below, by 2024, the

-4-



1

2

revenue impact compared to current levels is seven times greater when CEF-EE is added.

The rebuttal testimony of Company witness Steven Swetz discusses this topic further.

~;~£’&6 �~rr~nt 5E ProgNm [~is(iib~ti;n Lost R~enue Impact
Electric 0 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Gas 0 0 1 1 ~ 2 2 2 2 3 3 ~ 3 3 3 3

Total 0 2 4 5 6 7 7 8 8 ~0 10 10 lO 10 10 10

PSE&G CEF-EE Program Distribution Lost Revenue Impact (RCIt-POL-:12}
Electdc " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 15 25 35 45

Gas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 7 10 13

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 20 32 44 59

T~mes Increase due to CEF-EE 1X IX 1X J.X 1X 1X 1X lX 1X " 1X IX 2X 3X 4X 5X 7X

4 Q. In the absence of the GEM, what options would the Company have to mitigate
5 the significant negative fiiaancial effects of the proposed CEF-EE program?

6 A. The absence of the GEM would require PSE&G to recover its costs in a different

7 manner. Some potential options include agreeing to a lost revenue adjustment mechanism

8 ("LRAM") that would recover the tost revenue from the CEF-EE program only; PSE&G

9 filing base rate cases more regularly, possibly on an annual basis; and the Company seeking

10 to significantly increase its fixed service charges.

11 ¯ III. THE GEM IS CONSISTENT WITH THE CLEAN ENERGY ACT

12 Q. Please summarize Dr. Dismukes’s argument that the GEM is inconsistent with
13 the Act..

14 A. Dr. Dismukes argues that "the legislation’s ratemaking treatment of lost revenues.., is

15 much more specific than the Company’s GEM proposal" because the CEA "specifically

16 provides that utilities can request recovery of costs including revenues associated with the

17 ’sales losses resulting from implementation of energy efficiency and peak demand

18 reductions’ that are mandated under the legislation." Dismukes Direct, p. 30, lines 7-11.



10

11

12

13

t4

15

16

I Q. Do you agree that the GEM is inconsistent with the Act?

A. No, the GEM is a means of obtaining recovery for "sales losses resulting from

implementation of energy efficiency and peak demand reductions", as the Act eontemplates.

4 Dr. Dismukes appears to equate the Act’s language with a LRAM, in Which the sales

5 reductions from conservation programs are multiplied by their associated customer bilI rate

6 to obtain the amount of lost revenue, whichis recovered in the following year via a rate

7 surcharge. While it is not uncommon for stakeholders to prefer this "narrow" approach to

8 removing the utility’s disincentive to promote conservation over revenue decoupling, it has

9 clear disadvantages.

Q. Why do you prefer the GEM to an LRAM-based approach?

A. In my direct testimony, I listed six reasons that LRAMs are inferior to revenue

decoupling mechanisms such as the GEM (Hansen Direct, p. 26, line 12 through p. :27 line

10), and those six reasons are incorporated by reference herein. The summary in my direct

testimony presents the cumulative effect of those differences, which is that the GEM

"establishes PSE&G as a partner rather than an adversary to achieve the goals of the Clean

Energy Act." Hansen Direct, p. 27, lines 16-17.

17 Q. But still, Rate Counsel insists that the GEM is somehow inconsistent with the
18 terms of the Act (Dismukes Direct, p. 30, lines 15-17.); can you respond?

19 A. I am not an attorney (neither is Dr. Dismukes) and I cannot provide an expert legal

20 opinion. However, I have been advised by counsel that there is nothing in the Act that

2t precludes the Board’s approval of the GEM, and in my view the incentives provided under

22 the mechanism proposed by PSE&G are entirely consistent with the policies articulated in

-6-



1 the CEA. I am ~hrther advised by counsel that the GEM is also authorized under pre-existing

2 New Jersey statutory law (N.J.S.A. 48:3-98.1), and that there is nothing in the CEA stating,

3 or even suggesting, that that prior provision has been repealed or modified in any way by the

4 CEA.

5. IV. THE GEM IS CONSISTENT WITH PAST BOARD POLICIES

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Q. Please summarize Dr. Dismukes’s argument that the GEM is inconsistent with
past Board revenue adjustment policies.

A.    Dr. Dismukes states that while the Conservation Incentive Program ("CIP") that is in

place for New Jersey Natural Gas ("NJNG") and South Jersey Gas ("SJG") is commonly

referred to as a revenue decoupling mechanism, he believes "this mechanism is no__~t a true

form of revenue decoupiing and has characteristics that are much more performance-based

and symmetric than traditional revenue decoupling mechanisms as they have been adopted

throughout the U.S." Dismukes Direct, p. 33, lines 3-5 (emphasis in. original).

14 Q. What does Dr. Dismukes argue are the primary differences between the
15 Company’s proposed GEM and the CIP?

16 A. Dr. Dismukes describes three categories of differences between the GEM and the CIP

I7 that, he argues, make the two mechanisms quaIitative!y different. They are:

18 ¯ The CIP has the BGSS savings test, which Dr. Dismukes believes implies that the

19 CIP "only allows for the recovery of revenue losses when a verifiable 10ss of capacity

20 requirements has occurred, as reflected in the reduction of a utility’s need for pipeline

21 transportation and storage capacity." Dismukes Direct, p. 34, lines 16-18.

22 ¯ "The use of shareholder, as opposed to ratepayer money, to finance and administer

23 the program." Dismukes Direct, p. 35, lines 16-I7.

-7~



1

2

3

A strict earnings cap for each utility [NJNG and SJG] that restricts revenue recoveries

in the event a utility is already earning its allowed ROE." Dismukes Direct, p. 35,

lines 18-19.

4 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes accurately describe the CIP?

5 A. No, he does not. Specifically, Dr. Dismukes says that the CIP "only allows for the

6 recovery of revenue losses when a verifiable loss of capacity requirements has occurred."

7 Dismukes Direct, p. 34, lines 16-I7. However, he ignores two key features of the CIP:

8 ¯ The BGSS savings test does not apply to the recovery of weather-related deferrals;

9 and

10 ¯ The BGSS savings test only applies to 75 percent of non-weather-related deferrals.

11 As I described in my direct testimony, these two aspects of the CIP mean that the vast

12 majority of CIP deferrals are not subject to the BGSS savings test. Specifically, over the

13 previous three years (2016 to 2018), the BGSS savings test only applied to 18.7 percent of

14 NJNG’s total deferral, and 15.7 percent of SJG’s total deferral. Hansen Direct, p. 24, line 12

15 through p. 25 line 13. When Dr. Dismukes claims that the BGSS savings test makes the CIP

t 6 fundamentally different from the GEM, he ignores the fact that it does not apply to all of (or

17 even a large fraction of) the CIP deferral, and that over the last three years (for which CIP

18 annual reports were readily available), the vast majority of the deferraI is due to weather.

19 Q.
20

21 A.

22

Does Dr. Dismukes overstate the importance of the BGSS savings test in
differentiating the CIP and GEM?

Yes. The limited impact of the BGSS savings test on the total deferral described

above is just one reason the test is not a fundamental difference between CIP and GEM.

-8-



1 Additionally, the CIP, as a full revenue decoupling mechanism like the GEM, does not

2 differentiate as to the cause of the non-weather-related deferral and simply allows the

3 companies to recover an amount of revenue per customer that is approved by the Board in a

4 rate case. Finally, the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Swetz explains that the BGSS savings test

5 cannot be applied to PSE&G. Therefore, it is highly misleading to argue that the BGSS

6 savings test feature of CIP makes it more customer friendly than the proposed GEM.

7 Q. Is Dr. Dismukes correct about the other two differences between the GEM and ¯
8 the CIP that he lists? ’

9 A. Dr. Dismukes is correct that the C~ includes a Shareholder contribution of program

10 funds that is not included in the Company’s GEM proposal. However, Dr. Dismukes is not

11 correct in claiming that only the CIP includes a "strict earnings cap". As I noted in my direct

12 testimony, the GEM earnings test "will match the test set forth in the Board’s recently

13 adopted Infrastructure Investment Program mechanism." Hansen Direct, p. 22, lines 5-6. I

14 believe Dr. Dismukes differentiates the two based on my direct testimony that stated any

15 deferrals above the earnings test would be recovered in future periods. The Company has

16 clarified its proposal for the earnings test as provided in the response to discovery question

I7 RCR-POL-7, which states "[i]fthe Cornpany’s GEM deferral exceeds the maximum amount

18 it’s allowed per the test, the Company will be limited to the maximum allowabIe increase per

19 the test." It does not propose to defer amounts above the amount allowed by the earnings test

20 to future periods. This means that both the CIP and GEM have a "strict earnings cap."



6

7

8

9

10

1
2.
3

4

5

Q. Does Dr. Dismukes omit any differences between the Company’s proposed GEM
and the CIP?

A.    Yes, Dr. Dismukes omits two differences between the mechanisms that make the

recovery of GEM deferrals more restrictive than the recovery of CIP deferrals. As I noted in

my direct testimony (Hansen Direct, p. 23, lines 12-16):

The CIP includes an Incremental Large Customer Count Adjustment, which allows

total revenue to increase by more when especially, large commercial customers are

added to the system. The GEM does not contain this provision.

The CIP applies its rate increase cap to onIy the non-weather component of the

deferral, while the GEM applies it to that year’s entire deferral.

11 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes discuss the ways that the Company’.s proposed GEM and the
12 CIP are similar?

I3 A. No, Dr. Dismukes doesnot discuss the many similarities between the GEM and the

14 CIP. I explained how the two mechanisms are fundamentally similar in my direct testimony, ¯

15 citing the following overlapping characteristics (Hansen Direct, p, 22, line 20 through p. 23,

16 line 8):

17 ¯ Both are general decoupling mechanisms, as opposed to a LRAM that includes only

18 surcharges resulting from energy and demand savings (and the resulting reduction in

t 9 utility fixed cost recovery) in energy effic.iency and conservation programs;

20 ¯ Both use a per-customer deferral calculation in which the utility’s total allowed

21 revenue changes with the number of customers served;

22 ¯ The effect of weather is included in the deferrals of both mechanisms;

23 ¯ The CIP/GEM deferral is calculated’for each month and adjusts the rate annually;



1

2

There are separate rate adjustments by customer class; and

An earnings test is applied to the entire deferral.

3 Q. How do you define a revenue decoupling mechanism in general.terms?

4 A. Fundamentally, a revenue decoupling mechanism compares a utility’s aIlowed

5 revenue to its actual revenue during a billing month, places the difference in a deferral

6 account, and recovers!refunds the balance periodicaIIy through a rate adjustment. Any two

7 decoupling mechanisms may differ in how they define allowed revenue, which customer/rate

8 classes are decoupted, and the restrictions (if any) on the magnitude of a decoupling-related

9 rate increase. However, asiong as the two mechanisms both entail refunds/surcharges based

10 on the difference between allowed and actual revenue, they are both fundamentally revenue

11 decoupling mechanisms.

12 Q. Do you agree with Dr. Dismukes that the GEM and the CIP. are fundamentally
13 different, and-that the CIP is not a true revenue decoupl!ng mechanism?

I4 " A. No, both the GEM and the CIP are clearly revenue decoupling mechanisms. The

15 differences he cites (i.e., shareholder contribution of program funds and the BGSS savings

16 test that has applied to less than 20 percent of the total deferral from 2016-18) are minor

17 compared tO the similarities.

18 Q.
19

20 A.

2I

Do you conclude that a precedent exists for the Board approving revenue
decoupling?

Yes, the Board, which initiaIty approved the CIP in 2006 and subsequently approved

its continuation in 2014, has approved a revenue decoupling mechanism. Dr. Dismukes’s

-11 -



1

2

4
5

own Schedule DED-5 agrees with this conclusion, as it classifies New Jersey as a decoupled

state,, implying that the CIP is a revenue decoupling mechanism.

V. PPd~VALENCE OF REVENUE DECOUPLING

6

7

8

9

10

1t

Q. What does Dr. Dismukes claim ~ regarding the pervasiveness of revenue
decoupling in the United States?

A.    In Schedule DED-5~ Dr. Dismukes presents a map of states that have approved

revenue decoupling. In commenting on this schedule, he claims "[t]his map, however, can

tend to distort the pervasiveness of the use of this regulatory mechanism." He goes on to say

that 41 out of 152 investor-owned electric utilities (27 percent) and 60 out of 256 investor-

owned natural gas utilities (23 percent) have revenue decoupling or a lost revenue

mechanism. Dismukes Direct, p. 27, lines 9-14.

12 Q. What is your vie~v on the pervasiveness of revenue decoupling in the United
13 States?

14 A. Dr. Dismukes’s statistics on the prevalence of electric revenue decoupling lack the

15 following, important context: (1) a greater percentage of custome:rs are served by utilities

I6 with decoupling than the 27% (electric) and 23% (gas) figures cited by Dr. Dismukes; (2)

17 most states with an energy efficiency resource s~andard have decoupting; and (3) the states

18 with the highest energy efficiency savings almost always have approved revenue decoupling.

19 First, Dr. Dismukes supplied data in response to discovery question PS-RC-DED-2

20 that includes the number of customers served by every utility in the country. Based on this

21 data, 40 percent of electric customers within investor-owned utility territories are served by

- 12-
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

utilities that have decoupIing, and 47 percent of gas customers are served by utiIities that

have decoupling.

Second, based on Dr. Dismukes’s response to PS-RC-DED-4, the vast majority of

states with an energy efficiency resource standard have decoupling fbr at least one utility.

Specifically, out of the 26 states with an energy efficiency resource standard, 21 have

decoupling for at least one utility. This means that 81 percent of states with an energy.

efficiency resource standard have general’ decoupling for at least one utility, indicating this is

the standard throughout the country.

Third, states with the highest levels of savings from energy efficiency tend to have

general decoupling mechanisms. Schedule DGH-I (electric) and DGH-2 (gas) rank states in

descending order of their 2017 ’energy efficiency savings (expressed as a percentage of sales),

along with an indication of whether the state has approved revenue decoupling (electric also

indicates if an LRAM is approved, or neither mei:hanism). The conservation percentages are

taken from the ACEEE "2018 Energy Efficiency Scorecard".l The deeoupling statuses for

electric (inclusive of an approved LRAM) are taken from The Edison Foundation Institute

for Electric Innovation’s "Energy Efficiency Trends in the Electric Power Industry (2008-

2017).,,2 The decoupling statuses for gas are taken from the NRDC’s "Electric and Gas

Decoupling" fact sheet.3 The important point to note is that, for electric, the top nine states

(and 17 of the top 20 states) by energy efficiency savings, have approved revenue decoupling.

Available at: https:#aceee.or~/research-re0ort/u 1808.
Available at:

http:/Av~v.edisonfbundation.net/ieifpublications/Documents/IEI Ener~v%20Efficiencv%20Report Mar2019.pdf.
Availabte at: httos://\~vw.nrdc.or~lresources/gas-and-electric-decouplin~.
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The table further shows a Iow prevalence of revenue decoupling around New Jersey’s

Cul~ent savings level of 0.55 percent (though there are a number of states that have approved

an LRAM). However, all of the states with a comparable savings percentage to the 2%

electric goal in the CEA have approved electric revenue decoupling. For gas, eight of the

top 10 states by energy efficiency savings have approved revenue decoupling.

This summary is more relevant than a summary of the overall prevalence of revenue

decoupling, as it takes into account the significant~ level of energy efficiency activity

expected in New Jersey in the coming years. It also suggests that a general decoupling

mechanism like the GEM is a key component of achieving significant levels of energy

savings from energy efficiency initiatives.

11 Q. What does Dr. Dismukes’s data show regarding utility experience with revenue
12 decoupling in the United States?

13 A. While Dr. Dismukes attempts to minimize the use of decoupling in the United States

14 using language such as "only approximately 41 electric utilities..." and "only approximately

15 60 natural gas utilities..." (Dismukes Direct, p. 27, lines 11 and 13), data underlying his

16 Schedule DED-6 (provided in response to discovery question PS-RC-DED-5) reflects

17 extensive utility experience with decoupling. Natural gas utilities have over 500 combined

18 years of experience with revenue decoupling, while electric utilities have nearly 300

19 combined years. Revenue decoupling has a long track record in the United States.

- 14-
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1 VI. THIRD-PARTY AUDIT OF THE GEM

2 Q. Does EELC witness Amanda Levin recommend any modifications to the
3 Company’s proposed GEM? .

4 A. While Ms. Levin supports the approval of the GEM as proposed by the Company

5 (Levin Direct, p. 6, line 4), she recommends that the Board "[r]equire PSE&G, in

6 consultation with Board Staff and interested stakeholders, to undertake and fund a third-party

7 audit after GEM has been in place for 3 or 4 years." Levin Direct, p. 12, lines 1-2. Ms. Levin

8 believes the audit "would heip inform the Board, stakeholders, and the Utility on the impacts

9 of and possible improvements to the GEM in the future." Levin Direct, p. 12, lines 5-6.

15

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Levin’s recommendation?

A. Yes. While I am confident that the conclusions of a GEM evaluation would

recommend its continuation, the process could uncover potential improvements in the

mechanism and/or increase stakeholder comfort with the mechanism. The cost incurred by

PSE&G to conduct this audit should be recovered along with other costs of the program.

VII. SL~CIMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

16 Q. Please summarize your recommendations.

17 A. I recommend that the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities approve the GEM as

18 described in my direct testimony, adding the third-party audit recommended by EELC

I9 witness Amanda Levin (Levin Direct, p. i2, lines 1-.2) inclusive of cost recovery. The GEM

20 is consistent with, and is not precluded by, the CEA, as it provides a means of recovering the

21 revenue impact of sales losses resulting from implementation of the energy efficiency

22 programs. As I explained in my direct testimony (pp. 26-27), the GEM is not the only means

-15-



1 of accomplishing this goal, but it is the best method to ensure a partnership between PSE&G,

2 its customers, and other stakeholders in meeting the goals of the CEA. Furthermore, the

3 Board has a precedent for approving a mechanism such as the GEM, as it approved the CIP

4 in 2006 and 2014. Finally, arguments that the Company has not previously experienced

5 significant harm from the promotion of energy efficiency ignore the change in the scope of

6 the effort proposed in this proceeding and required by the Act. I have shown that .all states

7 with a comparable level of energy efficiency to that required by the CEA have approved

8 revenue decoupling.

Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony at this time?

Yes, it does.
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Schedule DGH-1

Electric Sales Savings from Energy Efficiency by State 2017

State
Vermont
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
NJ Clean Energy Act Goal

2017 Savings 2017 Electric Lost Revenue
Ranking, .........SaYi.~gs*

3.33% General
3.08% . GeneraI
2.57% General
2.00%

California
Connecticut
Michigan
Hawaii
Washington
Illinois
Arizona
Minnesota
Oregon
New York
Maryland
Idaho
Ohio
Colorado
Iowa
Maine

Utah
Missouri .
District of Columbia
New Hampshire
Arkansas
North Carolina
Wisconsin
Nevada
PennsyIvania
New Jersey
New Mexico
Montana

1
2
3

1.97% General
1.62% General
1.48% General
1.45% General
1.35% General
1.34% General
1.33% LRAM
1.31% GeneraI
1.21% General
1.17% General
0.97% General
0.96% General
0.96% General
0.88% General
0.87% None
0.85% General
0.84% None
o.78o LRAM
0.75% General
0.71% LRAM
0.69% LRAM
0.69% LRAM
0.66% None
0.60% LRAM
0~55% None
0.55% None
0.52% None
0.51% None

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
I2
I3
14
15
16
17
I8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31



Kentucky 32 0.42% LRAM
Oklahoma 33 0.4I% LRAM
Indiana 34 0.41% LRAM
South Carolina 35 0.38% , LRAM
Wyoming 36 0.28% LRAM
Nebraska 37 0.25% None
South Dakota 38 0.25 % LRAM
Georgia 39 0.24% None
West Virginia 40 0.22% None
Mississippi 41 0.20% LRAM
Texas 42 0.20% None
Tennessee 43 0.19% None
Delaware 44 0.11% None
Virginia 45 0.09% None
Florida 46 0.09% None
Alabama 47 0.06% LRAM
Louisiana 48 0.05% LRAM
North Dakota 49 .0.01% None
Alaska 50 0.01% None
Kansas 51 0.00% LRAM
US total 0.72%
Median 0.66%

* From ACEEE "The 2018 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard" https://aceee.org/research-
report/u1808

** From IEI "Energy Efficiency Trends in the Electric
Power Industry (2008-2017)"
http://www.edis~nf~undati~n.net/iei/pub~i~ati~ns/D~~uments/~EI~Energy%2~Ef~cien~y%2~Re
port_Mar20 t 9.pdf



Schedule DGH-2

Gas Sales Savings from Energy Efficiency by State 20’17

State
Minnesota
MassachuSetts
Rhode Island
Michigan
Utah
California

% of commercial
Savings and residential General

Ra__~.i0g~ ................~r~t~!l:_sa_~s,,*. .’ ........ Decpup!,ing’~
1
2
3
4
5
6

1.35% Yes
1.08% Yes
1.02% Yes
1.01% Yes
0.78%
0.78% Yes

NJ Clean Energy Act Goal
Oregon
District of Columbia
Vermont
Hawaii
Iowa
Arkansas
Maine
Connecticut
Wisconsin
Arizona
Oklahoma
New York
Indiana
Kentucky
New Hampshire
Colorado
Illinois
Washington
New Jersey
Mississippi
Montana
Ohio
Delaware
South Dakota

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O

0.75%
0.73% Yes
0.73% No
0.68% Yes
0.00% No
0.64% No
0.56% Yes
0.53% Yes
0.52% Yes
0.49% Yes
0.44% Yes
0.43% No
0.42% Yes
0.42% Yes
0.39% No
0,35% Yes
0.33% No
0.32% No
0.29% Yes
0.21% Yes
0.15% No
0.15% No
0.15% No
0.13% No
0.12% No



New Mexico
Maryland
North Carolina
Idaho
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Nevada
Alabama
Alaska
Florida
Georgia
Kansas
Louisiana
Missouri
Nebraska
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia
.Wyoming ,
US totaI
Median

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44.
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

0,11%
0,08%
0,07%
0.05%
0.03%
0.02%
0,00%
0.00%
0,00%
0.00%
0,00%
0.00%
0,00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0,00%
0,00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0,39%
0.I5%

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
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PI~LIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
REBUTTAL TESTIMONY

OF"

STEPHEN SWETZ
SENIOR DIRECTOR- CORPORATE RATES AND REVENUE ~QUIREMENTS

1

2

4

I. INTRODUCTION

Q. Please state your name and title.

A. My name is Stephen Swetz. I am the Senior Director - Corporate Rates and Revenue

Requirements, PSEG Services Corporation.

5 Q. Have you submitted testimony previously in this PSE&G Energy Efficiency
6 proceeding?

7 A. Yes. I submitted direct testimony in support of the proposed cost recovery methodology,

8 including projected rate and bill impacts, related to the Clean Energy Future-Energy Efficiency

9 . Program ("CEF-EE" or "Program") of Public Service Electric and Gas Company ("PSE&G" or

:tO "the Company"). My credentials are set forth in Schedule SS-CEF-1 of my direct testimony.

ii Q.    What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?

12 A.    I wilt address two of the four recommendations proposed by New Jersey Division of Rate

13 Counsel ("Rate CounseI") witness Dante Mugrace. First, I do not agree with Mr. Mugrace’s

:1.4 adjustment to shorten the amortization period for Residential and Commercial and Industrial

:1.5 program investments. Second, I accept his recommendation to update the rate of return on

16 investment for the CEF-EE Program upon Board approval of any change in the Company’s

17 return on equity ("ROE") in future rate case proceedings.

18 I will also address some of Rate Counsel witness Dr. David Dimsukes’ arguments against

19 the Green Enabling Mechanism ("GEM"). Specificaliy, I will explain Why the Basic Gas Supply

20 Service ("BGSS’) savings test as utilized in the New Jersey Natural Gas ("NJNG’) and South



Iersey Gas ("SJG") Conservation Incentive Program ("CIP") cannot be applied to PSE&G. I

will also address Dr. Dismukes contention that the Company has not showed the need for the

GEM.

8
9

10

11

12
13

14
15

Can you summarize Mr. Mugrace’s recommendations if any portion of the CEF-EE
program is approved?

Mr. Mugrace has four recommendations with regard to cost recovery for the CEF-EE

Program:

1. The Company’s proposed budget for capitalized IT costs is not properly supported
and should not be approved.

2. The amortization period for certain investments should be shortened to a period of 7
years rather than the proposed 15 years.

3. The administrative costs should be capped .at 10% of the total investment cost and
should be reviewed in future annual fillngs. 1

4. The rate of return on investment should be updated upon Board approval of rates in
future base rate proceedings.

16 Company witness Karen Reif will address Mr. Mugrace’s recommendations with regard to the

17 capitalized IT costs and the administrative cost cap.

18

19

20

21

22

23

II.~ AMORTIZATION PERIOD

Q. ’ Why does Mr. Mugrace recommend a 7-year amortization period?

A. On page 11 of his direct testimony, Mr. Mugrace ~argues that the proposed 15-year

amortization period will resuIt in more debt, equity returns, and taxes than his proposal for a 7-

yem- amortization. He goes on to state that the cost to ratepayers of a "longer" amortization

period will intensify if the Company continues its energy efficiency efforts in the future.

~ In response to PS-RC-DM-6, Mr. Mugrace clarified that the 10% cap referenced on page 8 of his direct testimony was included
in error. Mr. Mugrace recommends that administrative costs should be capped and reviewed in future annual filings, but he does
not specify the cap amount.
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Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mugrace’s recommendation?

A. No, I do not. The Company’s proposed 15-year amortization period is consistent with

accounting and cost causation principles supporting cost reqovery over the economic useful life

of the underlying asset. Even Mr. Mugrace acknowledges in his response to PS-RC-DM-2(c)

that, "as a general principle.., basic rate-making theory provides that costs and benefits should

be matched."

7 Q. " What is the basis for the Company’s proposed 15-year amortization period?

8 A. As described in the response to S-PSEG-EE-ENE-0003, the amortization period was

9 caleulated based on the weighted average usefuI life of all measures proposed to be installed

:tO under the CEF-EE program. The purpose of using this methodology is to align the costs of the

~.J. Program with its benefits to avoid intergenerational inequity. While the Residential and

~.2 Commercial and Industrial program investments are regulatory assets and not depreciabte, the

:1.3 same logic applies. In the detailed depreciation study that was recently conducted in the

:!.4 Company’s 2018 base rate ease, the Company’s assets were reviewed to set depreciation rates

~.5 based on the assets’ remaining useful lives. The Company utilized a similar approach in the

16 CEF-EE filing, by evaluating the useful life of each measure to be instalIed and calculating a

:1.� weighted average depreciation rate to be applied to each measure.

:iS Q. Has anyone disputed the measure lives proposed for the program?

:t9 A. No. The Company provided detail on the measure lives in workpaper WP-KR-CEF-EE-1

20 and provided further detail on the measure screening in responses to RCR-EE-0024 and RCR-

2a. POL-0028. However, no witness raised objections or proposed any adjustments to the

22 Company’s proposed measure lives. In fact, Mr. Mugrace in his response to PS-RC-DM-2

23 accepted the Company’s proposed 15-year measure life.

-3-



Q. Has the Company demonstrated that the 15-year proposed amortization period best
matches the cost to customers with the benefits over the measure lives?

A.    Yes. In response to S-PSEG-EE-ENE-0020, the Company graphed the revenue

requirementsunder a 7, 10, 15 and 20 year amortization period compared to the benefits of the

measures installed. As shown in the tables below, the 15-year amortization period best matches

the revenue requirement to the benefits. There is a 90% correlation between the benefits and the

revenu.e requirements under the IS-year amortization period versus only a 67% correlation under

the 7-year amortization period proposed by Rate Counsel; under the shorter amortization period,

customers are paying more upfront than they need to so future customers pay less.

10

CEF EE SOT Benefits vs. Revenue Requirements
20’19-2050
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1 The same correlation exists when looking at t~e residential total bill impact percentage.

2

4

5 A.

6

7

8

9

i0

Ii

12

13

14

CEF EE SCT Benefits vs. Combined E&G Residential Total Bill

800
700

600

~
500

400

300

200

~SCT Benefits ~ 7yr Amort Bill Impact ~ lOyr Amort Bill Impact

..... :.-~15yr Amort Bill Impact~2Oyr Amort Bill Impact

8.0%

7.0%

6.0%

5.0%
4.0%

3.0%

2.0%

1.0%

0.0%

Do you agree with Mr. Mugrace that a 7-year amortization period results in a lower
total revenue requirement over the entire program period?

The shorter 7-year amortization period does have a lower totaI revenue requirement over

the entire program period on a nominal basis compared to the proposed 15-year amortization

period. However, the "real cost" of these revenue requirements to ratepayers must take into

account the time value of money by applying a discount rate to future revenue requirements.

While the appropriate discount rate could be debated, the difference in the net present value of

revenue requirements between the 7-year and

significantly lower than the nominal difference.

15-year amortization periods would be

In addition, as shown in the charts above,

customers would be paying significantly more in the initial 7 years of the program with the 7-

year amortization period than under the 15-year amortization period, tn fact, customers would

pay more with a 7-year amortization period from program start through around 2031. It is likely
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2

that many customers would prefer the lower near-term bill. impacts associated with the 15-year

amortization period.

3 Q.    Whatsupport does Mr. Mugrace provide for his recommendation of a 7-year
4 amortization period?

5 Mr. Mugrace does not provide any anaIysis or calculations that support using a 7-year

6 period. Further, Mr. Mugrace did not identify any calculation errors in the Company’s

7 methodology. The support for his recommendation is limited to the fact that 7 years is lessthan

8 15 years, and therefore the’former would reduce total Program cost. Also, Mr. Mugrace relies on

9 the fact that the Company agreed to a 7-year amortization period in its last two energy efficiency

:L0 program filings.

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Q. Do you agree with this logic?

A. While I do agree that a 7-year amortization period will have less total nominal costs than

a 15-amortization program, the same argument can be made for a 14- or a 13-year amortization

period. PSE&G requests that the Board consider, if the Company arbitrarily requested a 20 or

30-year amortization period, would Rate Counsel then support a 15 year amortization period

since it would result in lower nominal costs than the Company’s proposal? Ultimately, there

should be some underlying logic to the period chosen, and not the selection of some arbitrary

figure.

While a 7-year period was approved for the Company’s pridr two energy efficiency

programs, that amortization period was part of a comprehensive settlement of those cases. There

is no analysis or discussion in the settlement agreements explaining why seven years is

appropriate, nor did either settlement state that seven years should apply to future programs. The

Board should not adopt an arbitrary figure simply because it was selected in the past.
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:1 Q. Does Mr. ~¢Iugrace make any other arguments against the 15-year amortization
2 period?

3 A. Yes. Mr. Mugrace states on page 12 of his direct testimony that while the 15-year

4 amortization period may better match costs, he believes that rates and benefits in this filing

5 should not be considered in isolation, and that future impacts of continuing the program must be

t5 considered. As Mr. Mugrace fur’~er states, "[a]s future additional EE program are introduced,

7 rate recoveries for these programs will become ’pancaked,’ and ratepayers will be paying for

8 multipIe energy efficiency programs simultaneousIy."

9 Q. " Do you agree with Mr. Mugrace?

:tO A. While I do not dispute that the Company may continue its energy efficiency efforts in the

:t:1 future (especially considering the mandate of the Clean Energy Act that utilities reduce

:t2 customers’ energy consumption) and customers may be paying for multiple energy efficiency

:t3 programs simultaneously, I do not agree that those facts support a 7-year amortization period.

:t4 First, the ~’pancaking" effect of multiple energy efficiency programs would apply to the benefits

:t5 as well as the costs. If the future energy efficiency programs are cost-beneficial and the

16 amortization period is based on the measure lives, the benefits will continue to outweigh the

:17 costs. Second, the proposed 7-year amortization period accelerates upfront costs to reduce costs

:1.8 in the future, resulting in intergenerational inequity. That intergenerational inequity would be

19 exacerbated if continued into the future as costs continue to be collected, over a shorter time

20 period than the benefits wflI last.

21 In addition, the Company estimated the impact of continuing the program at 2024 levels

22 with a 2% escalation through September 2030 to evaIuate the impact to customers ofa I5-year

23 amortization period versus a 7-year amortization period. While the nominal cost over the entire

24 program would be higher, bill impacts will remain lowerunder the 15-year amortization proposal

-7-



through 2030. Further, the maximum average monthly impact under the 15-year amortization

period would be only $0.62 higher than under the 7-year amortization period and occurs four

years later (in 2034 vs 2031).

4

5
6

7

8

9

in UPDATING THE RATE OF RETURN

Do you agree with Mr. Mugraee’s recommendation that the CEF-EE rate of return
be updated upon Board approval of rates in future base rate proceedings?

Yes, I do. I agree with Mr. Mugrace recommendation that the Company’s rate of return

should be updated upon Board approval in future base rate cases. In fact, I proposed as such in

my initial testimony, page 3, lines 3-6.

10

11

12

13

14

15

IV. " THE GEM

What is the BGSS savings test utilized by NJNG and SJG in thei’r CIP?

According to Dr. Dismukes, the CIP utilized by NYNG and SJG utilizes a BGSS savings

test that "only allows for the recovery of revenue losses when a verifiable toss of capacity

requirements has occurred, as reflected in the reduction of a utility’s need for pipeline

transportation and storage capacity." Dismukes Direct, p. 34, lines I6-18.

Can the same BGSS savings test be applied to PSE&G?

No. First, Company witness Daniel Hanson addresses some of the flaws with the BGSS

16 Q.
17 A.

18 savings utilized in the CIP. Second, the CIP BGSS savings test has no equivalent for the electric

i9 business, and the proposed CEF-EE Program is approximately 80% electric. Even Dr. Dismukes

20 admits there is not an equivalent test on the electric side of the business. See Dismukes

21 testimony, at page 35. Third, for gas, PSE&G does not own any capacity; the capacity used to

22 serve PSE&G’s BGSS customers is owned by PSEG Power, which is the sole provider of gas for

23 the Company’g BGSS customers. Any short-term excess capacity from these contracts is used to



make off-system sates of gas and capacity. The margin from these sales far outweighs the cost

of maintaining these contracts on a regular basis. Also, margins, from these off-system sales

provide significant benefits to residential customers. Further, as the interest rate for the BGSS

residential service gas is set at the Company’s overall rate of return and only applies to over-

collections, the Company has a financial incentive to pass back savings to customers as soon as

possible. Given these facts, there is no equivalent supply savings test that can be applied to

PSE&G similar to the BGSS savings test applicable under the CIP.

i0 A.

Does Dr. Dismukes argue that the Company has not demonstrated a need for the
GEM?

Yes. He states that the Company has not shown any negative financial impact on its

ability to earn its ROE that will flow from implementation of CEF-EE.

Q.    Do you agree with Dr. Dismukes?
A.    ~To, I do not. Given that the majority of electric and gas revenues are collected

:!.4 volumetricatly or through demand charges, any reduction in sales will have a negative financial

15 impact for the Company. As the effort to expand energy efficiency grows, the negative financial

i6 impact will also grow.

17 Q. Have you quantified the impact of lost revenues from the proposed CEF-EE
18 Program?

19 A. Yes. The Company provided the impact of lost revenues from the CEF-EE Program in

20 response to Rate Counsel’s request RCR-POL-0012: As shown in that response, the Company’s

2J_ lost revenue impact from CEF-EE just through 2024 is $166 million. It is important to note that

22 while Dr. Dismuke.s and Dr. Hausman have proposed adjustments to the Company’s cost-benefit

23 analysis, which are being addressed by Company witness Isaac Gabel-Frank, no witness has
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disputed the measure lives or the estimated sales reductions used to calculate the lost revenues in

RCR-POL-0012.

Q. Dr. Dismukes states in response to PS-RC-DED-12 and 13 that the Company would
recover $3.6 billion over the next 26 years which would contribute to its ability to
earn its ROE. Do you agree that the recovery of the CEF-EE revenue requirement
is sufficient to address the impact of lost revenues?

A.    No, I do not. First, the Company will not earn more than its allowed return for the

Program, which is proposed at the 9.60% ROE approved in the 2018 base rate case. While $3.6

biliion is certainly a large number,.it is driven by the size of the investment and, as noted by Dr.

Dismukes, is spread out over 26 years. Therefore, the Company’s recovery of its revenue

requirement for CEF-EE will never raise the ROE for the Company above its allowed return

(assuming the ROE for the Program remains at the allowed ROE for PSE&G as proposed).

Further, as shown in the response to RCR-POL-0012, if lost revenues are deducted from the

Company’s revenue requirement, its realized return on equity for its investment is approximately

4% through 2024, well below its allowed return of 9.60%.

16 Q. Has Dr. Dismukes reviewed the response to RCR-POL-0012 and if so, why does he
17 not agree that CEF-EE lost revenues will impact the Company’s ROE?

18 A. Dr. Dismukes acknowledges in his response to PS-RC-DED-13 that he reviewed the

19 response to RCR-POL-0012, which provides estimated lost sales from CEF-EE, but argues that

20 the Company has not demonstrated that it will be negatively impacted as a result of the proposed

21 Program, presumably as RCR-POL-0012 only shows the ROE for CEF-EE, and he prefers to

22 review the total forecasted ROE for the utility.
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Q. Have you calculated the utility regulatory ROE from 2019 forward?

A. No, I have not. However, as a proxy, below is the impact the lost sales from the response

to RCR-POL-00t2 would have on ~he Company based on PSE&G’s 2018 base rate case results.

As shown in the tabie below, the lost revenues from CEF-EE wilt have a significant impact on

the Company’s ROE, dropping it 83 basis points by 2024.

ROE Impact Scenarios

Rate Base
Common Equity %
Common Equity
AIIowed ROE

2018
Rate Case

9,510,590
54%

5,135,718
9.60%

Allowed Net Income ,493,029

ROE with CEF Lost Sales
2019 9.58%
2020 9.47%
2021 9.32%
2022 9.16%

2023 8.98%
2024 8.77%

ROE Deficiency with CEF-EE Lost Sales

2019 -0.02%
2020 -0.13%
2021 -0.28%
2022 -0.44%
2023 -0.62%
2024 -0.83%

7

8

QJ Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?.

Yes it does.
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PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
REBUTTAL TESTIMONY

OF
ISAAC GABEL-FP, ANK

VICE PRESIDENT, GABEL ASSOCIATES, INC.

i I.

2

3

Please state your name and business address.

My name is Isaac Gabel-Frank and my business address is 417 Denison Street, Highland

4 Park, New Jersey, 08904. I am presently employed as a Vice President at Gabet Associates, Inc.,

5 an energy, environmental, and public Utility consulting firm.

6 Q. Please summarize your professional experience and educational background.

7 A. As a Vice President at GabeI Associates, Inc., I perform specialized economic, financial,

8 tariff, regulatory, and marketplace analysis for various energy projects including energy

9 efficiency, renewable energy, cogeneration, and traditional generation sources. This

10 comprehensive analysis takes into account all critical cost/benefit factors and is designed to

I1 quantify the economic outcome of customized projects to support investment decisions.

12 Through this work, I also monitor the electricity, natural gas, and renewable markets and offer

13 tailored insights in that regard. Since beginning work at Gabel Associates, Inc. in 2009, I have

14 evaluated a myriad of projects for both public and private clients and assisted in the analysis,

15 development, and implementation for all types of technologies and contractual arrangements.

I6 This includes the development of proprietary models that evaluate the viability of projects, as

17 well as long-term forecasts that are based on market signals and industry knowledge.

18 I use my knowledge of wholesale electricity and natural gas markets, paired with my

19 experience working with retail tariffs, to deliver in-depth market forecasts which are used to

20 assess and undertake project investment decisions. I am also versed on regional transmission
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I organizations ("RTOs"), including the offering of energy efficiency, demand response,

2 renewable, and traditional generation resources into the PJM market, and was a lead contributor

3 in the development of a proprietary statistical model that computes the risk exposure of capacity

4 resources within the PJM and ISO-New England footprints.

5 I received a BA in Economics, Political Science, and English Writing from the University

6 of Pittsburgh.

7 Further work experience is detailed in my resume provided in the attached Schedule IGF-

8

9 Q. What experience do you have in conducting cost-benefit analyses for energy
IO efficiency programs?

11 A. In 2018, I prepared analysis and supporting testimony for the South Jersey Gas, New

12 Jersey Natural Gas, and Elizabethtown Gas energy efficiency filings. In 2017, I prepared Public

13 Service Electric and Gas Company’s ("PSE&G" or "Company") Cost-Benefit Analysis ("CBA")

I4 using the five tests required by the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities’ ("BPU" or "Board")

15 Minimum Filing Requirements ("MFR") in support of PSE&G’s 2017 Energy Efficiency

16 Program filing, as well as provided expert testimony in relation to the CBAs. I have also

17 completed numerous cost-benefit analyses for federal agencies across the United States, as well

I8 as a multitude of counties, municipalities, and school districts within the State of New Jersey. In

19 addition, I am currently preparing cost-benefit analyses for other utilities in New Jersey to

20 support their upcoming energy efficiency filings.-

21 The projects I have analyzed range in type and size and represent an array of different

22 technologies and configurations. Having performed this analysis for projects with varying

23 degrees of complexity, I am extremely familiar with the process and methodology to formulate

24 an objective and balanced cost-benefit study.



1 Q. Did you prepare the cost-benefit analysis supporting the petition of PSE&G for the
2 Clean Energy Future - Energy Efficiency ("CEF-EE") filing?
3 A. Yes. I assisted PSE&G with preparing the CBA for the CEF-EE filing, which calculates

4 and details the results of the five tests prescribed in the MFRs as required by the BPU. This

5 entailed developing a model that analyzed measure-specific details and computed the estimated

6 costs and savings of each program for use in the Total Resource Cost ("TRC") test, the

7 Participant Cost test ("PCT"), the Program Administrator Cost ("PAC") test, the Ratepayer

8 Impact Measure ("RIM") test, and the Societal Cost test ("SCT").

9 II. PURPOSE OF THIS TESTIMONY

10 Q. Please describe the purpose of your rebuttal testimony.

11 A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the concerns and adjustments

12 proposed by Rate Counsel witnesses Ezra D. Hausman, Ph.D. and David E. Dismukes regarding

13 the cost-benefit analysis supporting the Company’s CEF-EE filing. My rebuttal testimony only’

14 responds to the issues related to Rate CounseI’s criticisms of the cost-benefit analysis and does

15 not address other issues raised by these witnesses. PSE&G witnesses Karen Reif, Stephen

16 Swetz, and Daniel Hansen address additional issues in their rebuttal testimonies.

17 Q.

18 A.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

How is your testimony organized?

My testimony is organized in the following manner:

I provide a summary of my conclusions based upon my review of Dr. Hausman’s and

Dr. Dismukes’ direct testimonies;

I respond directly to the criticisms raised by Dr. Hausman;

I respond directly to the criticisms raised by Dr. Dismukes;

I summarize the corrections I made to the CBA;

I provide a conclusion based upon my rebuttal of Dr. Hausman’s and Dr. Dismukes’

testimonies, as well as the updates made to the CBA.

3



III. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10.

tl

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Q. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations for the Board in this case.

A. Based on my review of Dr. Hausman’s and Dr. Dismukes testimonies, most of their

concerns are unfounded and do not change my analysis or the findings that the CEF-EE filing is

cost-effective. These include:

I) Dr. Hausman claims that free measures provided to participants are not a benefit to

those participants, and therefore should not be included in the PCT as a benefit. I

disagree with this Claim, as any incentive provided to participants is meant to

encourage increased use of energy efficient measures, equipment, practices, and

behavior. If the incentive had no benefit to the participant, why would it be provided

at ali?

2) Dr. Hausman claims that avoided wholesale supply costs should be included as a

utility cost in the RIM test. I disagree with this claim. Because New Jersey is

deregulated, avoided wholesale supply costs are not reallocated to ratepayers;

therefore, there is no additional utility cost.

3) Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes question the use of a societaI discount rate in the

SCT. I disagree with this criticism and provide numerous sources to support the

¯ conclusion that the SCT should be calculated using the societal discount rate.
4) Dr. Dismukes claims that market-based costs of emissions, such as RGGI allowance

prices, should.be used to value avoided emissions. I disagree with this criticism, and

demonstrate that market-based costs do not capture all externaiities. Dr. Dismukes’

approach does not recognize the benefits from emissions reductions, and is

inconsistent, with the strong climate change policy of Governor’s Murphy

administration and the Clean Energy Act.t

5) Dr. Dismukes references two previous Board Orders to justify the exclusion of the

social cost of emissions, Demand Reduction Induced Price Effects ("DRIVE")

benefits, hedge volatility benefits, the avoided Renewable Portfolio Standard ("RPS")

cost forecast used in the CEF-EE filing, and the use of AURORAxmp ("AURORA")

See N.J.S.A. 48:3-87.9(d)(2) (requiring utility energy efficiency programs to have a benefit-to-cost ratio of at least
.0 at the portfolio level, "considering both economic and environmental factors".

-4-
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6)

as a modeling tool. I disagree with this criticism and provide my reasoning for

including these benefits, as well as for the reasonableness of using AURORA to

calculate DRIPE benefits.

Dr. Dismukes produced an alternative CBA that, despite omitting a number of

benefits and not conforming to standard cost-effectiveness practices, finds that the

CEF-EE filing is cost-effective. Despite the fact that Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA

found the CEF-EE filing to be cost-effective, I disagree with his calculation methods,

and beIieve he has significantly underestimated the benefits of the CEF-EE filing.

I aIso proposed a few minor changes to the CBA based upon the recommendations of Dr.

Hausman, Dr. Dismukes, and other factors. These include:

1) I added the time value of on-bill repayment loans to participants in the PCT, PAC,

and RIM tests. In the PCT, this was included as a benefit because allowing

participants to avoid an up-front cost and pay back over time is a benefit. In the PAC

and RIM tests, this was included as a cost.

2) I updated the source used to determine SO2 and NOx emission damages and also

updated the GDP deflator used to convert the forecasts from reaI dollars into nominal

dollars. The updated GDP deflator applies to the forecasts for CO2, SOa, and NOx.

3) I updated the calculation of economic multiplier benefits to capture CEF-EE Program

expenditures as a cost to ratepayers and the economy.

4) I adjusted the discount rate used to calculate the net-present value in the SCT to 3.0%.

It had previously been calculating using a discount rate of 2.77%, equal to the yield of

a 30-year treasury bond at the time of developing the CBA.

These updates resuIt in some changes to tshe results of the CBA, which are summarized in

24 the table below:

25 Table 1: Updated CBA Results

SCT TRC PC PAC RIM
4.3 1.t 12.2 1.4 0.7

C&I Programs 4.5 1.i .........................5.3... 1.5 1.0
Low Income Programs 1.8 0.4 ru’a 0.4 0.3
Total Portfolio 4.3 1.0 6.7 1.4 0.9
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As illustrated in the table above, the CEF-EE Program is cost-effective and wilt generate

benefits that clearIy exceed costs.

Accordingly, I have a number of recommendations for the Board. These include:

1) Accept the use of the August 2016 Technidat Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for

Regulatory Impact Analysis - Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of

Greenhouse Gases ("IWG")2 to value the benefits associates with avoided carbon

emissions, consistent with Governor Murphy’s climate change policies and accepted

studies.

2) Accept the use of the February 2018 Environmental Protection. Agency ("EPA")

Technical Support Document for Estimating Benefit per Ton of Reducing PM2.5

Precursors from 17 Sectors3 to value the benefits associated with avoided SO2 and

NOx emissions.

3) Accept the ealculation I propose to include the time value of money of on-bill

repayment loans provided to participants as a benefit to participants in the PCT, and a

cost in the PAC and R.12vl tests.

4) Accept the calculation I propose of economic multiplier benefits and costs related to

CEF-EE expenditures.

5) ¯ Accept the inclusion of a 3.0% discount rate in the SCT.

6) Reject the findings of Dr. Hausman, including:

a. The statement that free measures are not a benefit to participants and should

not be included in the PCT;

b. The statement that avoided wholesale supply costs are a cost to ratepayers and

shouId be included in the RIM; and

c. The inference that the use of a societal discount rate is inappropriate in the

SCT.

7) Reject the fiMings of Dr. Dismukes, including:

2 https://www.e_~a.~ov/siteslr~roduction/files/2016-I 2/documents!sc co2 tsd auzust 20 ! 6,_~f
3 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-02/documents/sourceapportionmentbpttsd 2018.pdf
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8)

9)

a.. The statement that market-based emissions costs, such as those determined

through RGGI auctions, are the appropriate means to measure the benefits of

avoided emissions;
b. The reference to previous Board Orders and the precedent setting nature of

their findings;

c. The statement that the AURORA model is inappropriate to use, particularly to

caiculate DRIPE benefits;

d. The statement that hedge volatility benefits should not be included in the

CBA;

e. The statement that the avoided RPS forecast used in the CEF-EE filing was

inappropriate; and

f. The inclusion of Dr. Dismukes’ own alternative CBA, which removed certain

real benefits to participants and ratepayers.

Accept the cost-effectiveness findings of all five tests as they are calculated in a just

and reasonable manner.

Approve the CEF-EE filing as it is cost-effective, is in the best interest of ratepayers,

and provides a clear and achievable path to meet the goals set forth in the Clean

Energy Act and align with the policy positions of Governor Murphy and the

Legislature.

RESPONSE TO DR. HAUSMAN’S DIRECT TESTIMONY

2I Q. Please summarize Dr. 13[ausman’s findings regarding the cost-benefit analysis.

22 A. Dr. Hausman was not Rate Counsel’s main witness on the cost-benefit analysis, but he

23 did offer some criticismsand proposed changes to the CBA. Dr. Hausman found that the TRC

24 test, which indicated that the CEF-EE Program as a whole was cost-effective, was "applied in a

25 reasonable mariner.’’4 Dr. Hausman also indicated that he believed the PCT, PAC, RIM, and

26 SCT tests contained errors which p?oduced unreliable results.

4 Hausman Direct Testimony, page 29, line 14.
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Do you agree with Dr. Hausman’s assessment of the cost-benefit analysis?

I agree that the TRC test was properly calculated; however, I disagree that the balance of

the CBA was caleuIated in a manner that produced results that were "unreliabie for assessing the

cost effectiveness of the proposed programs."

What portions of the cost-benefit analysis did Dr. tIausman believe were conducted
erroneously?

Dr. Hausman’s criticisms focused on four main issues. These issues include:

¯ the analyticaI approach to assessing the cost-effectiveness of subprograms with on-

bill repayment loans in the PCT, PAC, and RIM tests;

¯ inclusion of free measures as an incentive in the PCT;

* the calculation of utility costs in the R~ test; and

¯ the use of a societal discount rate in the SCT.

13 I address each of these concerns below.

14 Q. Please describe Dr. Hausman’s criticism of how you considered the value of on-bill
15 repayment loans in the cost-benefit analysis.

16 A. Dr. Hausman’s primary concern with the approach used in the CEF-EE filing is that the

17 time value of money between when on-bill repayment loans are provided to customers and when

18 those loans are repaid by customers was not captured. This criticism applies to the PAC, RIM,

19 and PCT tests. Dr. Hausman did not identify any issues with the TRC test, and only identified a

20 single issue regarding the SCT, which was unrelated to the time value of money of on-bill

21 repayment loans.

22 Q.
23

24 A.

Did you include the time value of money of on-bill repayment loans in the PCT,
PAC, and RIM tests?

No, I did not. In nominal terms, the value of on-bill repayment loans is zero because the

25 Ioans that are provided to customers have no interest. However, on a present value basis, the

s Hausman Direct Testimony, page 7, lines 13-14.

-8-



1 value of loans to customers is greater than the repayments made by customers on those loans.

2 Therefore, I have made an adjustment to the PCT, PAC, and PalM tests in the CBA to account for

3 this value. This correction is further discussed elsewhere in my testimony.

4 For the PAC and RIM tests, this value was included as an additional cost. In the PCT,

5 the vaiue was included as a benefit. Being that the PCT already provides positive results, this

6 update only further increases the cost-effectiveness of the CEF-EE filing.

7

8

Did Dr. Hausman raise any other concerns regarding the calculation of the PCT?

Yes. Dr. Hausman also stated that any subprogram that provided free measures to

9 participants resulted in overstated benefits in the PCT for the CEF-EE filing.

10 Q. Please describe Dr. Itausman’s criticism of how the CEF-EE filing accounted for
11 free measures in the PCT test.

I2 A. My approach to accounting for free measures in the CBA is to include free measures as

i3 incentives to customers. Dr. Hausman disagrees with this approach and only believes a direct

I4 payment to a customer, through a rebate for example, should be considered an incentive in the

15 PCT. According to Dr. Hausman, "energy saving investments do not have intrinsic value to the

16 customer beyond the associated reduction in energy use" 6 and therefore the PCT double-counted

17 these benefits by including both "the market value of any equipment provided to customers as a

18 benefit, in addition to the energy savings provided by that equipment.’’7

19

20

21

22

Do you agree with the concerns raised by Dr. Hausman regarding the PCT?

No, I disagree with Dr. Hausman’s suggestion to remove the inclusion of free measures

as an incentive in the PCT. Free measures are incentives in the same way a rebate is an

incentive, and should be applied as such in the PCT. All incentives, including both rebates and

6 Hausman Direct Testimony, page 32 lines 13-14.
7 Hausman Direct Testimony, page 32 lines 11-12.

-9-



9
I0

I1

12

13

14

1 fkee measures, are designed to entice PSE&G customers to reduce energy consumption, and both

2 have intrinsic value for participants because the measures have an incremental value to

3 participants, regardless of whether it was fully or par’dally subsidized. Under Dr. Hausman’s

4 proposed approach, nothing would be considered an incentive because energy saving

5 investments would not have any intrinsic value beyond the bill savings. Finally, the calculation

6 formula for the PCT in the California Standard Practice Manual ("CSPM") specifically includes

7 incentives and bill reductions as a benefit to the participant,a Therefore, including both is in line

8 with accepted practices of cost-benefit analysis and should be included in the CBA.

Did Dr. Hausman identify any additional issues with the calculation of the RIM
test?

Yes. Dr. Hausman also raises a concern regarding the calculation of lifetime utility costs,

stating that "the Company is claiming a benefit for ratepayers from foregone wholesale

purchases of gas and electricity, but then ignoring the lost revenue from not selIing that gas and

electricity to its distribution customers.,’9

15 Q. Do you agree with Dr. Hausman’s critique of the RIM test calculations?

16 A. No. The use of the lifetime utility cost is meant to capture all costs that would be avoided

17 by participants and redistributed to ratepayers. Because New Jersey’s electric and natural gas

18 wholesale supply is deregulated and separate from utility distribution, the reduction of wholesale

19 supply is not redistributed to ratepayers by the utility and is therefore not a cost that should be

20 considered in the RIM test. AII electric and natural gas supply costs, even after embedding

21 wholesale costs into retail prices, are either a pass-through cost from the utility, or billed

22 separately by a third-party supplier. This fact means that Dr. Hausman’s statement that the RIM

8 CSPM, page 8.
9 Hausman Direct Testimony page 34 lines 4-7.
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1 test should include "utility costs at the full retail rate, with the rationale that the utility’s margin

2 is not funded by EE program participants (because they are using less energy) and will ultimately

3 have to be funded by nonparticipants through higher rates" L0 is incorrect because the full retail

4 rate wouId not be recovered from nonparticipants.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

5 Q.
6

7 A.

Finally, did Dr. Hausman have concerns regarding the use of a social discount rate
in the SCT?

Yes. Dr. Hausman states that:

PSE&G has applied a very low ("societal") discount rate of 2. 77%for the SCT to

account for the time value of money, versus the utility discount rate of 6.8% that it

applied for the TRC and all other tests. This discrepancy alone produces much

higher calculated benefit-to-cost ratios, because most of the costs of the

Company’s programs occur at the beginning, while the benefits occur over a

projected measure life of 10 to 20 years. There is nothing in the CEA that directs

utilities to use a "societal" discount rate when performing cost-benefit

analyses. I1

I6 Q. Do you agree with Dr. Hausman’s intimation that the societal discount rate was
I7 used incorrectly?

18 A. No. This is in direct conflict with the CSPM, which Dr. Hausman acknowledges

t9 "[p]ractitioners generally rely on...for standard definitions’’t2 of the five most common cost-

20 benefit tests. Specifically, the CSPM states that "It]he Societal Test differs from the TRC test in

21 that it includes the effects of externalities (e.g., environmental, nationaI security), excludes tax

22 credit benefits, and .usN a different (societal) discount rate.’’13

~o Hausman Direct Testimony page 33 lines t8-20.
n Hausman Direct Testimony, page 3 t, lines 6-13.
12 Hausman Direct Testimony page 29, lines 10-11.
13 CSPM, page 18 (emphasis added).
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1 Consistent with the CSPM, which states that "a societal discount rate should be used",14

2 the SCT flied by PSE&G in this matter incorporated a societal discount rate to re_present the

3 intergenerational nature of the benefits included in the SCT. The National Standard Practice

4 Manual ("NSPM") also states that "[i]t is widely accepted that the societal discount rate should

5 be used for the SCT. This is consistent with the notion of aIigning the discount rate with the

6 reIevant perspective of the test. It is also consistent with the concepts and considerations

7 described above regarding a societal preference for achieving policy objectives and placing

8 greater weight on long-term resource impacts." 15

9 While I have maintained the use of a societal discount rate, I have updated the value of

10 the discount rate from 2.77% to 3.0%. This change is discussed elsewhere in my testimony.

tl

12 Q.

13

V. RESPONSE TO DR. DISMUKES’ DIRECT TESTIMONY

Please summarize Dr. Dismukes’ findings regarding the cost-benefit analysis.

Dr. Dismukes supported PSE&G’s finding that the CEF-EE proposal is cost-effective,

14 but raised several concerns regarding the cost-benefit analysis. These concerns include:

15

16

17

18

I9

~ 20

2I

22
23

¯ the use of a societal discount rate;

¯ the use of social emissions benefits;

¯ the use of the AURORA modeling toot to calculate the value of DRIPE;

* the method to determine volatility hedge benefits;

¯ the calcuIation of economic multiplier benefits; and

¯ the future cost of avoided RPS costs to ratepayers.

I wiI1 respond to each of these concerns beiow.

You noted that Dr. Dismukes supported the cost-effectiveness results of the PSE&G
proposal. Please elaborate.

~4 CSPM, page 19.
15 NSPM, page 83.
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1 A.    Dr. Dismukes did not directly support the results as presented by PSE&G, but he did note

2 the programs were cost-effective, t6 To make this statement, Dr. Dismukes conducted his own

3 alternative cost-benefit analysis. It appears that Dr. Dismukes relied on much of the data

4 presented in the CEF-EE filing, but made several significant changes that depart from commonly

5 accepted energy efficiency cost-benefit methods and the CSPM. Dr. Dismukes did not rely on

6 any of the cost-benefit tests outlined in the MFRs, but instead created his own test. Under this

7 alternative CBA, according to Dr. Dismukes, the Company’s CEF-EE programs "appear to be

8 cost effective."17

9 Q.
i0

11 A.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Are you supportive of Dr. Dismukes’ alternate approach to conduct CBA on the

subprograms?

No, I am not. Dr. Dismukes made the following changes to conduct his alternative CBA:

First, the societal value of avoided emissions is excluded given prior Board

precedent discussed earlier. Second, my analysis includes the economic impacts

of the program on ratepayer bills. Third, I use a discount rate equal to the

Company’s weighted average cost of capitaL Fourth, I remove the Company’s

estimated volatility and DRIPE benefits for reasons stated earlier in my

testimony. Lastly, my analysis uses the renewable energy adder included in the

CEEEP analysis which is used for evaluating energy efficiency programs in place

of the Company’s estimates for avoided R~C purchases. ~s

20 The majority of the changes undertaken by Dr. Dismukes are a sharp departure from the

21 tests prescribed by the CSPM and commonly accepted cost-benefit testing methods for utility-

22 sector energy efficiency programs. Dr. Dismukes provides no evidence or precedent where his

23 CBA methodology was accepted, and provides no peer reviewed analysis of his method. For

16 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 24, line 19 to page 25, line 9.
17 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 25, line 7.
18 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 23, lines 8-15.
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1 these reasons alone, his methodoIogy should be rejected, but Dr. Dismukes also discards and

2 fi~ils to consider several benefits that are real, tangible benefits to customers.

Do you agree with all of Dr. Dismukes’ critiques, changes, and recommendations?
No. There are a number of areas in which I disagree with Dr. Dismukes’ assessment.

5 The factors discussed by Dr. Dismukes that I disagree with include:

¯ The use of a societal discount rate;

¯ The use of market-based costs for emissions;

¯ The inference of precedent from previous Board Orders;

~, The use of AURORA to calculate DRIPE value;

¯ The inclusions of volatility hedge benefits;

¯ The use of the Rutgers Center for Energy, Economic & Environmental Policy

("CEEEP") renewable energy certificate ("REC") Forecast; and,

The acceptance of Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA.

I address each of these areas of disagreement below.

society" which

programs.

Dr. ])ismukes claims that the "benefits to society" used in the SCT "contradict
normal ratemaking practices."19 Do you agree?

No. The SCT, as defined by both the CSPM and the NSPM, includes "benefits to

are used by decision makers to understand the impacts of energy efficiency

The CSPM states that "[t]he Societal Test differs from the TRC test in that it includes the

effects of externalities (e.g., environmental, national security), excludes tax credit benefits, and

uses a different (societal) discountrate.’’2° According to Dr. Hausman, "[p]ractitioners generally

t9 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 8, lines 11-12.
~o CSPM, page 18.
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rely on a common reference known as the California Standard Practice Maniaal ("CSPM") for

standard definitions of these tests.’’2~ I have also relied on the pre}cribed approach in the CBA.

The NSPM states that in addition to the benefits included in the TRC, the SCT should

include "any benefits experienced by society, including: Iow-income community benefits,

environmental benefits, economic development benefits, and reduced health care costs.’’~2

Further, the SCT, and in fact all the cost-benefit tests, are intended to evaluate the cost-

effectiveness of potential programs, not ratemaking practices.

What does Dr. Dismukes say about the discount rate used in the SCT?

Dr. Dismukes states that the 2.77% discount rate used in the SCT, which was linked to

the yield of the 30-year UIS. Treasury Bond, was "a rate lower than most "rules of thumb" that

are commonly employed for societaI discount rates of around three to four percent.’’23

12 Q. Do you agree that the discount rate used in the SCT is lower than most rules of
i3 thumb?

i4 A. No. The discount rate is appropriate and not significantly different than the range

15 provided by Dr. Dismukes. The slightly lower rate, which was sourced from around the time

16 when the CBA was developed, is indicative of recent bond market yields, which have been

17 depressed over the past several years, dropping 39% in value between April 1, 20t0 and April 1,

18 2019.24 As of ]~ebruary 12, 20t9, the yield on the 30-year treasury bond was equal to 2.97%,

19 almost identical to the 3.0% rate proposed by Dr. Dismukes. However, I have elected to update

20 the discount rate used in the SCT to 3.0% to conform with Dr. Dismukes’ recommendation.

:~ Hausman Direct Testimony, page 29, lines 10-i t. ~
2z NSPM, page 113.
23 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 8, lines 1-3.
~4 ht~ps://www.treasur~.~v/res~ur~e-~enter/data-chart-~ente~interest-rates/~a~-es/TextView.aspx~data=~.i.e..~.d-
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1 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes accept the use of social emissions damages in his Direct
2 Testimony?

3 A. No. Dr. Dismukes discusses why he believes that social emissions damages are difficult

4 to quantify and why market-based costs should be used to quantify the value of emissions.

What does Dr. Dismukes say about social cost, economic theory, and the use of
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative ("RGGI") prices?

Dr. Dismukes explains preference theory and economic theory, and walks through how,

in his opinion, market-based approaches to emissions represent societal costs. This is summed up

in the following statement by Dr. Dismukes:

Market-based approaches, such as cap-and-trade programs value societal costs

on an objective, as opposed to a subjective, basis. In these programs, valuation is

based on the interplay between willing buyers and sellers. These values are

furthermore verifiable and readily available. Examples of cap-and-trade markets

include the EPA ’s acid rain program and RGGI. 2~

Q. Are there any flaws with Dr. Dismukes statements above regarding social costs,
economic theory, and RGGI?

A.    Yes. The markets used as exarnpIes by Dr. Dismukes are not free markets able to capture

all benefits related to avoided emissions. As Dr. Dismukes states in response to PS-RC-DED-23,

aIso provided as Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-2, not all externality costs are captured in the RGGI

¯ market. As Dr. Dismukes further states in his direct testimony, the RGGI and other markets are

marketplaces with prices set by the interplay between buyers and sellers, not everyday peopIe

experiencing the harmful effect~s of emissions and climate change. These markets are further

constrained by effective price floors and ceilings that limit their abiIity to properly achieve

equilibrium. Additionally, RGGI prices are significantly influenced by the carbon allowance

budgets set by participating States; which is a decision based on policy goals and political

2~ Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 12, Iines I2-16.
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t agendas, not benefits of avoided emissions. Because of all of these factors, RGGI is not a true

2 "market" for emissions benefits, but rather an administratively established proxy mechanism

3 intended to achieve a policy goal.

4 Therefore, the ma~’ket-based approach proposed by Dr. Dismukes does not properly

5 balance emissions damages with disutility, does not capture the full social cost of emitting an

6. additional ton of emissions, nor the full benefit of a one-ton reduction in emissions. The value of

7 energy efficiency, renewable energy, and clean energy initiatives and programs overseen and

8 administered by the BPU will be seriously undervalued if valued against market-based costs such

9 as RGGI allowances.

10 In addition, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. ("Synapse") published the "Avoided

11 Energy Supply Components in New England: 2018 Report", an annual report that discusses a

12 number of avoided costs, including emissions benefits. The report discusses Non-Embedded

13 Environmental Costs and states that "[c]osts of GHG emissions are partially embedded in prices

14 through RGGI allowances... However, the costs embedded by these policies represent only a

15 portion of the total environmental impacts of GHG emissions."26

16
17
18

19

2O

21

22

Dr. Dismukes further questions the use of social costs because "societal benefit
estimates vary widely between researchers." Do you agree social benefit costs
should not be used because of his view that estimates are widely varied?

No. To support this argument, Dr. Dismukes cites a 2011 avoided cost study by Synapse

("2011 Synapse Study"), which cites a 2008 study by Richard S.J. Tol ("Toi Study") on the

social cost of carbon. I find Dr. Dismukes’ conclusion to be flawed based upon the following

factors:

2018 Synapse Study, page 143 (accessible at http://www.s’cnapse-ener~v.com/sites/default/files/AESC-2018-17-
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6

7

8

9

10

lI

12

i4

15

16

17

.18

19

20

21

a) The 2011 Synapse Study has since been updated and uses a marginal abatement cost

methodology to estimate the social cost of carbon, which ranges between $100 and

$318 per ton. The marginal abatement cost methodology "asserts that the value of

damages avoided, at the margin, must be at least as great as the cost of the most

expensive abatement technology used in a comprehensive strategy for emission

reduction.’’z7 This methodology produces costs above tahose of the tWG study and

states that the IWG study is conservative because the models used in that analysis

"minimize or ignore risks of extreme events, and rely on traditional, somewhat dated

estimates of future damages.’’~-8

b) The 2008 Tol Study does show a variety of outcomes, but on average these results
show a much higher cost of carbon equal to approximately $106 per ton, much higher

than that used in the CEF-EE filing. Even when controlling for only peer reviewed

studies, the average is still approximately $77 per ton.

c) The 2008 ToI Study has data only through 2006. Much has changed in the past 13

years, and the Tol Study does not reflect the most recent data or market conditions.

d) The values proposed in the CEF-EE filing, sourced from the IGW, are relatively

conservative compared to the values provided in the Tol Study, and therefore

represent a conservative assumption on the benefits of avoided carbon emissions.

Based upon these factors, as well as the fact that the social cost is needed to measure

social benefits, the use of social cost is not flawed and should be accepted to value the benefits of

avoided emissions.

22 Q. After discussing the variability of prices, does Dr. Dismukes quote the EPA in
23 stating that there is uncertainty in its analysis?

24 A. Yes. On page 11 of his direct testimony, Dr. Dismukes provides a quotation from the

25 Regulatory Impact Analysis ("RIA’) for Proposed Cross-State Air Pollution Rule ("CSAPR")

26 Update for the 2008 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (’~AAQS’) published by

27 the EPA. Dr. Dismukes states that the "EPA explicitly notes that its analysis should not be.

~ Id.
2~ Id.
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;

1 viewed as an estimate of ~he actual benefits anticipated to be found from the implementation of

2 its proposed CSAPR regulations.’’29

3 Q. Do you agree with Dr. Dismukes’ assessment of the quotation from the EPA?

4 A. No, in fact I read the EPA’s quote in the opposite manner as Dr. Dismukes. Specifically,

5 the EPA states that "the estimates of benefits should be viewed as representative of the general

6 magnitude of benefits of the regulatory control alternatives for the 2017 analysis year, rather than

7 the actual benefits anticipated from implement[ing] the proposal.’’3°

8 My interpretation of this quote is that while a study conducted in 2015 cannot definitively

9 state the actual benefits in 2017, it can provide a general range of benefits. This range provided

10 corresponds with the social values used in the CEF-EE filing for SO2 and NOx.

I1
12

13

14

15

Q. Does Dr. Dismukes refer to previous Board Orders regarding environmental
benefits?

Yes. Dr. Dismukes refers to the findings of the Fisherman’s Atlantic City Wind Farm,

LLC ("FACW") appIication from 2013, where the Board agreed with BPU Staff and Rate

Counsel that "environmental benefits should be tied to market prices.’’31

16 Q. Do you beIieve this finding is applicable in this proceeding?

17 A. No. The statement that Dr. Dismukes references is outdated and not consistent with

18 current State poIicy on environmental benefits. Since the Order was issued, New Jersey has

i9 taken steps to become a national leader in clean and emission fi’ee energy. These steps have been

20 made by Governor Murphy and the Legislature. The Legislature has recentty passed bills

2I including the Clean Energy Act, the Zero Emission Certificate Law, and the NJ Territorial

~9 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 11, lines 11-13.
3o Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 11, Iine 29 - page 12, Iine 4 (originally EPA RIA for CSAPR update to

NAAQS).
~1 In the Matter of the Petition or Fishermen’s AtIantie CiW Wind Farm. LLC for the Approval or the State Waters

Proi eet and Authorizing Offshore Wind Renewable Energg Certificates, Docket No. EO I 1050314V, Board Decision
on the Merits of the Application (12/18/18), page 23.
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1 Waters Offshore Wind Law. Not only has Governor Murphy signed each of these laws, he has

2 also. issued numerous Executive Orders ("EOs") promoting clean energy, including EO732

3 directing New Jersey to reenter the RGGI program, EO833 promoting offshore wind energy,

4 EO233~ addressing environmental justice issues in New Jersey’s urban communities, and EO283s

5 to advance New Jersey’s clean energy economy.

6 It is important to note that New Jersey law states that the Board shall promote energy

7 efficiency ’~aking into consideration environmental benefits.’’36 This is an important distinction,

8 as market costs are not the same as environmental benefits.

9 Since the finding in the FACW case, there have also been numerous studies supporting

10 the social cost of emissions.

11 Therefore, the Board Order cited by Dr. Dismukes is outdated, no longer reflective of

12 New Jersey state policy, and should be rejected as not relevant to this case.

13 Q.
I4

15 A.

Because of the above justifications, should the Board disregard the dated policy
proposed by Dr. Dismukes in evaluating the Company’s CEF-EE CBA?

Yes. As explained above, the FACW ease is not applicable to the CEF-EE filing, and

I6 does not establish any precedent for the Board’s evaluation of the CEF-EE filing.

17 Q.
18

19 A.

Did Dr. Dismukes reference any other previous Board Orders regarding the social
cost of carbon?

Yes. Dr. Dismukes introduced a quotation from the Board Order that rejected the

20 appiication of Nautilus Offshore Wind,37 stating that:

as https://ni,~ov/infobank/eo/056murphy!pdf/EO-7.pdf
a3 https://ni.gov/infobank]eo/O56murphv/pdf/EO-8,pdf
a4 httos;//ni,~ov/infobank/eo/O56murphy/pdf/EO-23.pdf
as httos://ni.~ov/infobank/eo/O56murohv/odf/EO-28.odf

a~ N.LS.A. 48:3-87(I)(4)
a~ htt ps://www.bpu.state.nj.u~b~{pdf/boardorders/2018/20181218/I 2-18-18-8H.~df
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1

2

3

Naualus relies on information related to emission benefits from a federal

government document that has since been withdrawn by Executive Order

~echnieal Support Document, August 2016). 3~

4 Q. Do you have a response to this quote from the Nautilus Order?

5 A. Yes. This quote is related to the IWG study. On March 28, 2017, the Trump

6 Administration issued an EO formally disbanding the IWG and asserting that the IWG’s findings

7 on the social cost of carbon are no longer the formal federal government policy.39

8 As discussed above, Governor Murphy, his Administration, and the Legislature have all

9 expressed a goaI for New Jersey to be a leader in climate change and clean energy poIicy.

10 However, it appears that in the Nautilus Order, the Board inadvertently accepted the EO

11 withdrawing the IWG as the expulsion of its valuable and peer reviewed findings. This CEF-EE

12 case offers the Board the opportunity to clarify and align its policy with the Governor’s and

13 Legislature’s vision for New Jersey to be a leader in fighting climate change and to create a

14 vibrant clean energy economy. By not properly valuing the benefits of reduced emissions, the

15 Board would undermine its own policy goals.

16 In addition, even if the IWG’s findings are no longer representative of federal poIicy,

17 they are still highly relevant and one of the most widely regarded sources on the social cost

t 8 carbon. These findings underwent rigorous review and scrutiny over multiple years. They were

19 atso the result of a collaboration among a range of agencies and councils, including the Council

20 of Economic Advisers, Council on Environmental Quality, Department of Agriculture,

21 Department of Commerce, Department of Energy, Department of the Interior, Department of

22 Transportation, Department of the Treasury, EPA, National Economic Council, Office of

economic-growth!
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1 Management and Budget, and Office of Science and Technology Policy. The findings and

2 validity of this peer reviewed collaborative effort should not be.in question just because it is no

3 longer.representative of federal policy.

4 It should be noted that the Rutgers CEEEP Energy Efficiency Cost-Benefit Analysis

5 Avoided Cost Assumptions report,4° published March 13, 2018, which is used by the BPU to

6 evaluate the energy efficiency programs it administers, also uses IWG to value carbon emissions.

7 This is the same study recommended by Dr. Dismukes as a source for avoided REC purchases.41

8 And according to the Nautilus Order, Rate Counsel argued in that matter that the Board should

9 "use the NJ Office of Clean Energy assumptions developed by the Rutgers Center for Energy

10 Economics and EnvironmentaI PoIicies ("CEEEP;’) which incorporate carbon values published

11 by the U.S. Government tnteragency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon.’’42

12 Q.
13

14 A.

15 Order:

I6

I7

18 Q.
19

20 A.

21

22

Did Dr. Dismukes discuss any other findings of the Nautilus Order regarding
emissions?
Yes. Dr. Dismukes also introduced the following conclusion by the Board in its Nautilus

Nautilus’ estimate of benefits flowingfrom the Project’s ability to avoid emissions

of carbon and other pollutants [is]flawed. 4s

Can you address this second quote from the Nautilus Board Order regarding
emissions?

Yes. This quote references the Board’s finding that the benefits from avoided emissions

proposed in the Nautilus case was flawed. However, the benefits in the CEF-EE filing are not

the same as those submitted in the Nautilus case.

http~//www~!~eanenergy.~m/~es/~e/Librarv/Market%2~Research/Av~ided%2~C~st%2~Mem~%2~(3-13-

Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 22, lines 17-2i.
Nautilus Order, page 9.
Nautilus Order, page 14.
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20

21

i According to the Nautilus Order, Rate Counsel argued that the "model not only included

2 a calculating error, but that the mathematical approach was flawed.’’44 Specifically, "averaging

3 empirical outcomes over different discount rates is simply not appropriate and is inconsistent

4 with standard CBA practice.’’45 The CEF-EE filing does not average empirical outcomes over

5 different discount rates and, therefore, this finding from the Nautilus case is not applicable to the

6 CEF-EE filing, and the Board should accept the use of the IWG to value the benefits of avoided

7 carbon emissions.

Q. Is there any precedent to support the use of the values provided in IWG study?

A. Yes. Since 2013, the CEEEP avoided cost study46 has relied upon the IWG study to

determine avoided carbon emissions benefits. This study is periodically provided to the Board

and used to support the Office of Clean Energy’s Clean Energy Program energy efficiency

filings.

In addition, in 20t8, New Jersey’s Zero Emission Certificate Law codified that "[t]he

social cost of carbon, as calculated by the U.S. Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of

Carbon in its August 20t6 Technical Update, is an accepted measure of the cost of carbon

emissions .,,47

Based on the preceding discussion, how should the Board value emissions avoidance
benefits?

The Board should reject the use of market-based costs, such as RGGI allowances, for

emissions benefits, reverse its cited findings in the Nautilus case as contrary to the Murphy

Administration’s and State energy policy as reflected in the Executive Orders, public statements,

44 Nautilus Order, page 9.

~ Id.
~ http:/iwww.nMeanener~v.com/files/file/Librarv/Market%20Researd’dAvoidedCost20131.odf
’~ N.LS.A. 48:3-87.3(b)(8).
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21

1 and recently passed laws, and use the sources proposed within the CEF-EE filing, including the

2 IWG study, to value emissions-avoidance benefits. Market-based costs, such as RGGI

3 allowances, do not include all externalities related to harmful air pollution and are not a reIiable

4 source of the value of reducing these emissions.

5 Finally, I note that notwithstanding the foregoing, Dr. Dismukes found the CEF-EE filing

6 to be cost-effective, even without accounting for environmental benefits.

Qo Does Dr. Dismukes have any issues with the use of the AURORA platform?

A. Yes. Dr. Dismukes states that "[t]he Company’s DRIPE benefits are derived from the

AURORA model and cannot be substantiated or validated.’’48 Dr. Dismukes described the

Board’s position with regard to AURORA and stated that DRIPE benefits should be "excluded

from the CBA’’49 on the basis of their calculation using the AURORA model.

Q. Do you agree that the Board does not approve of the use of the AURORA model?

A. No. While the Board may have disapproved of certain circumstances related to the use of

AURORA in a single case, it also has expressed confidence and support for the model, stating:

AURORA is the most comprehensive and reliable electricity forecasting and

analysis tool available, so

In addition, in answers to questions to the same bid soIieitation, the Board stated:

NJ BPU requires AuroraXMP as stated in K. of the Bid Solicitation Section 3.2

Professional and Consultative Services. s l

These quotes show that the Board does accept, and even sometimes requires, the use of

AURORA by its consultants, and there is no reason to believe that use of AURORA is

~ Dismukes Direct Testimony, page I7, lines 6-8
49 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page t7, line 9.
so Bid Solicitation for T# 2000 Energy Consulting Services - BPU, Bid #18DPP00237, June 4, 20 I8, page 15.
sl Bid Addendum #I to Bid Solicitation # 18DPP00237, T2000 - Energy Consulting Services - BPU, July 23, 2018,

page 3.
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1 impermissible or unreliable in this matter. Further, Dr. Dismukes provided no evidence or issues

2 regarding the actual AURORA analysis in this case, only a citation to a past finding.

3

4

Should the Board accept the use of AI~ORA to calculate DRIPE benefits?
Yes, the Board should accept the calculation of DRIPE benefits from the AURORA

5 model. Moreover, the Board should note that notwithstanding the foregoing, Dr. Dismukes

6 found the CEF-EE filing to be cost-effective, even without accounting for DRIPE benefits.

7 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes dispute that the CEF-EE Program could provide volatility hedge
8 benefits?

9 A. No. Dr. Dismukes submits a number of criticisms of the methodology used to calculate

t0 volatility hedge benefits in the CEF-EE filing; however, he does not dispute the fact that energy

t 1 efficiency does act as a hedge against market volatility, or that there is a value associated with

12 the avoidance of market volatility.

13 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes’ testimony dissuade you from using the sources provided to
14 support a valuation of volatility hedge benefits?

15 A. No. Volatility by its nature cannot be exactly predicted or categorized. While energy

16 and gas markets may currently be depressed, the energy efficiency measures proposed in the

17 CEF-EE filing will be providing energy savings for a weighted average period of roughly fifteen

18 years. With the increase in polar vortices, major hurricanes, and other extreme weather events,

19 the likelihood of market price fluctuations can also increase. In addition, with ever changing

20 rules at PJM, participants in these programs can limit exposure to potential capacity and

21 transmission charges that could be passed through to ratepayers, even those served under Basic

22 Generation Service ("BGS") contracts.

23 Therefore, the installation of energy efficiency measures allows participants to hedge the

24 implied risk ofpartMpating in energy markets by reducing their participation in those markets.
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1 Q. What is the right value to use as a volatility hedge benefit in this case?

2 A. While the multiple studies provided in support of the 10% hedge volatility factor

3 illustrate the variability in potential outcomes, the range of benefits is spread between a

4 minimum of 7.5% and a maximum of 24%. When compared against this range, the 10% figure

5 used in the analysis appears rather modest, and at the conservative end of the spectrum. As such,

6 the Board should accept the use of a 10% volatility hedge benefit factor. And again, I note that

7 notwithstanding the foregoing, Dr. Dismukes found the CEF-EE filing to be cost-effective, even

8 without accounting for volatility hedge benefits.

9 Q. Does Dr. Dismukes discuss the avoided RPS purchase forecast?

I0 A. Yes. Dr. Dismukes questions the forecast used in the CEF-EE filing and states that the

I 1 analysis, should be based upon the values provided in the CEEEP avoided cost study. The basis

I2 for this recommendation is again the finding of the Nautilus Order.

I3 Q. Do you agree that the findings in the Nautilus Order regarding Class I RECs are
I4 applicable in this CEF-EE case?

I5 A. No. First, the Nautilus Order pertained to only Class I RECs, not all RPS requirements

16 such as SRECs and Class II R~Cs. In addition, as quoted by Dr. Dismukes, the Nautilus Order

17 states that "a steady-state or decrease in price is more likely in the future than sharply increasing

18 Class I REC prices.’’5~ This is consistent with the forecast used in the CEF-EE fiIing; as stated

19 by Dr. Dismukes, "it]he Company’s estimated avoided REC purchases start at $7.00 and increase

20 to a maximum of $11.44 in 2027 and then gradually decrease.’’53 Further, the forecast used in

21 the CEF-EE filing is not dissimiIar from that in the CEEEP study, which starts at $9.26 in 2017

22 and increases to a maximum of $i4.56 in 2019 and then gradually decreases.

Nautilus Order, page 13.
Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 22, lines 4-5.
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2

~Iave you reviewed Dr, Dismukes alternative CEF-EE CBA?

Yes.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

I3

14 Q.

15 A.

16

17

How did Dr. Dismukes change the standard CBA to produce his alternative CBA?

In Dr. Dismukes’ own words:

My alternative CBA modifies the Company’s analysis in the following manner.

First, the societal value of avoided emissions is excluded given prior Board

precedent discussed earlier. Second, my analysis includes the economic impacts

of the program on ratepayer bills. Third, I use a discount rate equal to the

Company’s weighted average cost of capital. Fourth, I remove the Company’s

estimated volatility and DRIPE benefits for reasons stated earlier in my

testimony. Lastly, my analysis uses the renewable energy adder included in the

CEEEP analysis which is used for evaluating energy efficiency programs in place

of the Company "s estimates for avoided REC purchases,s4

What values are ignored in Dr. Dismukes’ CBA?

Dr. Dismukes excludes avoided emissions benefits, volatility hedge benefits, and DR~E

benefits from his analysis. Despite all these changes, Dr. Dismukes still finds that the CEF-EE

Program is cost-effective.

18 Q, What are your, thoughts on Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA?

19 A. Dr. Dismukes created a new CBA that does not conform with standard cost-benefit

20 practices and is not consistent with the requirements of the MFR or used in any other

21 jurisdictions to my knowledge. In fact, in response to Discovery Request PS-P~C-DED-26, also

22 provided as Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-3, where Dr. Dismukes was asked to "provide any and

23 examples of other jurisdictions utilizing the ratepayer impact approach described", Dr. Dismukes

24 was non-responsive and only stated that he beIieved "ratepayer impacts should be considered

25 when modeling the costs versus benefits of a program", a fact that is not disputed as the RIM test

54 Dismukes Direct Testimony, page 23, fines 8-15.
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1 is designed to do just that. However, Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA makes additional changes

2 that ignore certain benefits to ratepayers while including supplementary economic costs.

3

4

7
8

Should the Board accept Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA?

No. Dr. Dismukes’ alternative CBA is not consistent with other cost-benefit tests and

does not provide a clear picture of the cost-effectiveness of the programs.

VI. CORRECTIONS TO TH~ COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Have you made any updates to the cost-benefit analysis as a result of the discovery
questions and Direct Testimonies of Dr. Itausman and Dr. Dismukes?

A.    Yes.

10 Q. What changes have you made to the CBA?

11 A. I have added the time value of loans provided to participants to the PCT, PAC, and RIM

12 tests. I have also made an adjustment to the source for SO2 and NOx societal damages and

I3 updated the GDP defiater forecast used to calculate the future values of the CO2, SO2, and NOx

14 societal damages forecasts. I also amended the economic benefits formula in the SCT to capture

15 the cost of program expenditures. Finally, I changed the discount rate used in the SCT to 3.0%,

16 as discussed by Dr. Dismukes.

17 Q. How did you adjust the PCT, PAC, and RIM tests to account for the time value of
18 loans provided to participants?

19 A. To account for the time value of money between when loans are provided to participants

20 and when they are repaid, I subtracted the calculated net present value of the cash flow of loan

21 repayments from loan amounts provided. Because loan repayments take place over a longer

22 duration (often five years) than the loan amounts, this net present value was lower than the Ioan
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1 amount. The positive difference between these two net present value cost streams represents the

2 time value of money between the loans granted and the repayment of the loans.

3 In the PCT, this value was included as an additional benefit, as participants gain this time

4 value of money differential by avoiding the payment of the loan amount up front¯

5 In the PAC and RIM tests, this value was included as an additional cost, as the utility is

6 on the other end of this transaction with participants and provides a lump-sum up-front to cover

7 the balance of project costs and is repaid over time.

8 Because the loans are provided at zero interest and no cost to participants, the net

9 discount rate assumed for present value purposes was equal to the utility weighted average cost

10 of capitat discount rate used to discount values in the TRC, PCT, PAC, and RIM tests.

11 Q. What changes did you make to the emissions damages?

12 A. I updated the emissions damages for all three emissions evaluated in the CBA. The first

13 and most basic change was to update the forecasted GDP deflator used to adjust damages

14 provided in real dollars into nominal dollars. The update consisted of substituting out the GDP

15 deflator forecast from the 2018 Energy Information Administration ("EIA") AnnuaI Energy

16 Outlook ("AEO") with the 2019 EIA AEO forecast. This was applicable for all three emissions

17 considered: CO2, SO~, and NOx.

I8
19

20

21

22

23

What source are you now recommending be used to determine S02 and NOx
damages?

Based upon my current opinion on the market, I believe the SO~ and NOx social

emissions damages should be sourced from the EPA Technical Support Document for Estimating

Benefit per Ton of Reducing PMz5 Precursors from 17 Sectors.5s This guidance document

contains anaIysis and values that have been used in several Regulatory Impact Assessments,

s5 httos://www.e.oa.~tov/sites!oroduction!files/2018-02/documents/soureear~oortionmentbottsd 2018.odf
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1 including assessments for the Cross-State Air Pollution and Mercury and Air Toxins Rule. The

2 guidance document presents a range of values for a national average or damages per ton of each

3 pollutant. I relied on the average of the high and Iow values to present a conservative estimate of

4 benefits. The updated calculation of emissions is provided as Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-4.

5 Q. What changes did you make to the economic multiplier benefits in the SCT?

6 A. I adjusted the economic multiplier benefits to account for the CEF-EE Program

7 expenditures, as defined in the TRC. To do this, I built off the multiplier values already

8 contained in the CBA, specifically the energy savings benefit. This coefficient was originally

9 included to capture the multiplier value of bill savings to participants, as well as the negative

10 value of Iost utility costs which were assumed to be reallocated to other distribution customers.

i 1 However, I have adjusted the formula to incorporate the lifetime participant costs, lifetime

12 administration costs, and lifetime program investment costs used in the TRC. This equation now

I3 captures program expenditures, as well as bilI savings to participants, and calculates the overall

14 multiplier benefit to the economy for these savings and associated spending.

15 Q. Why did you change the discount rate used in the SCT?

16 A. I changed the discount rate used in the SCT to 3.0% to conform with sources provided by

17 Dr. Dismukes in response to Discovery Request PS-RC-DED-18, also provided as Exhibit IGF-

18 CEF-EE-5. Therein, Dr. Dismukes provides numerous sdurces, such as the White House Office

19 of Management and Budget ("OMB") Circular No. A-4, which states that "when examining the

20 effects of regulation that do not fall exclusively or primarily on the allocation of capital.., the

21 OMB may use a three percent "societal" discount rate." According to Dr. Dismukes., "the EPA

22 also uses a 3 percent discount in estimating future costs and benefits."
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3

4

5

6

7

In response to Discovery Request PS~RC-DED-I8, Dr. Dismukes also provided the

following documents which supported the 3% discount rate:

* PS-RC-DED-18 OMB Circular No. A-4.pdf

. PS-RC-DED-18 CSAPR, Final 2016.pdf

¯ PS-RC-DED-I8 EPA-Discounting Future Benefits and Costs.pall; also available

at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-Og/documents/ee.O568.06.pdf

¯ Creedy, J. and Passi, H. Public Sector Discount Rates.pdf

8
9

10

11

t2

13

No

How did the cost-effectiveness of the CEF-EE filing change based upon the updates
described above?
Based upon the alterations described above, the updated CBA results, for each test, by

sector and for the CEF-EE portfolio as a whole, are described in Table 1 below:

Table 2: Updated CBA Results

SCT TRC PC PAC RIM
Residential Pro~ams 4.3 1.1 12.2 1.4 0.7
C&I Programs 4.5 1.1 5.3 1.5 1.0
Low Income Programs .....1.8 .9.:4 n/a 0.4,, ,     0.3
Total Portfolio 4.3 1.0 6.7 1.4 0.9

The complete results of the updated CBA are provided as Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-6.

14

15

16

17

18

19

I also compared the results of the CBA from the initial filing to those generated as a

result of my updates. Table 2 below illustrates the changes in CBA score for each test for by

sector, and for the CEF-EE portfolio as a whole. Note that positive numbers represent increases

in cost-effectiveness, while negative numbers represent decreases.

Table 3: Changes Between Initially Filed CBA and Updated CBA

SCT TRC PC PAC RIM
Reside.n. t_i..al Programs 0.5 0.0 0.2 -0.1 0.0
C&I Programs 0.8 0.0 0.2 -0.2 -0.1
Low Inqgme Programs 0.0 0.0 ......... rda 0.0 0.0
Total Portfolio 0.7 0.0 0.2 -0.1 0.0
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As seen, the CEF-EE filing still screens as cost-effective in the SCT, the TR.C, the PCT,

and the PAC test. The results of each of these tests illustrate that the CEF-EE filing generates

benefits that exceeds costs, would be a good investment, and is beneficial to the state. Finally,

the RIM test shows acceptable value from a ratepayer perspective.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

6 Q. Can you summarize the results of your analysis?

7 A. Yes. Based on my review of the Direct Testimonies of Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes, I

8 identified a series of claims with which I disagree. Both Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes

9 critiqued a number of factors related to the methodology, calculations, and assumptions of the

10 CBA in the CEF-EE filing; however, those critiques are unwarranted and would incorrectly

11 caiculate or undervalue the benefits and overvalue the costs related to the CEF-EE filing. I~

12 provide reasonable alternatives to the recommendatiolas of Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes, all

13 supported by rational, often conservative, and appropriate sources and assumptions.

14 I also identified a few minor updates to the CBA that would align the results with current

15 market practices and provide more accurate results for the Board to consider in this case.

16 Q. What is your recommendation for the Board?
17 A. Based on my review and analysis described above, I recommend that the Board accept

18 the CBA results I have provided and approve the CEF-EE filing, as it is cost-effective and would

I9 provide benefits that exceed its costs to ~ose residing in the PSE&G service territory.

20 I also recommend the Board accept the use of the IWG social cost of carbon, accept the

21 EPA Technical Support Document for Estimating Benefit per Ton of Reducing PM2.5

22 Precursors from 17 Sectors to value the benefits associated wit~ avoided SO2 and NOx

23 emissions, accept my updates to the PCT, PAC, and RIM tests, accept a 3.0% discount rate as
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1

2

3

appropriate for the SCT, accept the methodology, calculations, and resuIts of the updated CBA

as appreciate, and reject the findings of Dr. Hausman and Dr. Dismukes; as described throughout

my testimony.

4

5

Does this conclude your testimony?

However, I reserve the right to update this testimony to account for additional

information t may receive. Thank you.
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Schedule IGF-CEF-EE-1

Overview of Experience
Isaac Oabel-Frank, Vice President at Oabei Associates, has over 9 years of
experience supporting complex energy issues related to cost-benefit analysis, energy
efficiency and renewables, energy project development, economic and tariff
analysis, electric vehicles, regional transmission organizations (RTOs), and energy
procurement. Mr. Gabel-Frank has also submitted expert testimony in matters
regarding the cost effectiveness of energy efficiency.

Mr. Ga~l-Frank is an expert on cost-benefit analytics and has supported a
multitude of clients in quantifying cost and benefit dynamics related to the
economic impact of energy projects. This includes past and present work for Federal
agencies, state and local governments, school districts, and private sector clients on
energy efficiency, renewable energy, cogeneration, and traditional generation
projects. Mr. Gabei-Frank also performs sensitivity analysis to help identify risk
boundaries and market deviations. This analysis is critical to investment decisions
as it allows clients to understand the full value proposition associated with energy
initiatives.

He is currently supporting energy efficiency filings on behalf of various New Jersey
utilities. He has also served the role as an expert witness and provided testimony to
support the filings.

Mr. Gabel-Frank has also performed in-depth project valuation and Ievelized cost of
energy studies to support a proposed asset transaction.

In addition, he is extremely knowledgeable on RTO issues and actively monitors
activities related to energy and capacity markets, energy efficiency, demand
response, ancillary services, interconnection, and general grid issues. Mr. Gabel-
Frank helps clients formulate and strategize positions, on current PJM rules as well
as provides analysis on potential market changes. This includes development of
offer and bid strategies for energy efficiency, demand response, renewable, and
traditional generation resources into the PJM market.

¯ He was a key contributor [n the development of the Analytical Likelihood of
Availability and Non-Performance Risk (ALAN) model, a proprietary stochastic
modeling tool that computes the exposure of capacity resources within the PJM and
ISO-NE footprints. ALAN uses resource outage data as wetl expected performance
assessment event information to determine the probabiIistic coincidence of outages
and performance assessment events.

Mr. Oabel-Frank assists in the development of numerous renewable and energy
efficiency projects ineIudlng in-depth economic, technical,, and utility tariff
analysis, which incorporates long-term utility and energy forecasts. He has
developed various tariff models from the ground up, which are customized to reflect
the specific parameters of each project. He is also skilIed at calculating energy
savings associated with various project structures. As a result of his strong
analytical skill set, Mr. Gabe[-Frank has served an integral role on various
progressive projects throughout the region.

He supports solar projects through the request for proposal (RFP) process as well as
reviews utility tariffs and performs cost/benefit analysis. He is also knowIedgeable
on the solar renewable energy certificate (SREC) market.

He has specialized knowledge on demand response programs and can effectively
support clients in evaluating this revenue opportunity. Mr. GabeI-Frank also
developed a model that calculates energy savings and potential rebates associated
with energy efficiency projects.

Isaac Gabel-Frank
Vice President

Professional Qualifications

BA., Economics, Political Science,
English Writing
University of Pittsburgh, 2009

Years of Experience: 9+

Gabel Associates, Inc.

www.gabelassociates.com



Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-2

In the Matter of the Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company
for Approval of its Clean Energy Future-Energy Efficiency

("CEF-EE") Program on a Regulated Basis

BPU Docket Nos. GO18101112 & EO18101113

Division of Rate Counsel RESPONSE to Public Service Electric and Gas Company

Witness: David E. Dismukes

PS-RC-DED-23

Referencing page 15, lines 13-18 of Dr. Dismukes’s Direct Testimony, please confirm or deny
that it is Dr. Dismukes’s position that all externality costs associated with carbon emissions are
captured in RGGI allowance prices. If com~rmed, please explain why the current RGGI prices
are much iower than the peer reviewed estimates of sociat cost of carbon presented in Schedule
DED-1. If denieA, ptease explain what externality costs are Iikely not captured in RGGI market
aIlowance prices.

RESPONSE:                          ’

Deny. An example of externality costs not captured in the RGGI market could include
reductions in operating costs, fuel savings, and GHG emissions to name a few.



Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-3

In the Matter of the Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company
for Approval of its Clean Energy Future-Energy Efficiency

("CEF-EE’) Program on a Regulated Basis

BPU Docket Nos. ¯ GO18101112 & EO18101113

Division of Rate Counsel RESPONSE to Public Service Electric and Gas Company

Witness: David E. Dismukes

PS-RC-DED-26
Referencing page 23, line 16 to page 24, line 5 of Dr. Dismukes’s Direct Testimony, please
provide any and alI examples of other jurisdictions utilizing the ratepayer impact approach
described to evaluate cost effectiveness of energy efficiency programs. Please provide all
citations, studies, and other supporting documents related to the examples provided.

RESPONSE:

Dr. Dismukes has not performed this analysis. However, it is Dr. Dismukes opinion that
ratepayer impacts should be considered when modeIing the costs versus benefits of a program
since both costs and benefits to ratepayers should be considered when conducting a CBA. Rate
impacts are a direct cost that will be incurred by ratepayers and therefore should be considered in
a CBA.



Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-4

Y~ar

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050

Nominal $ Benefits per Ton
C02 SOz NOx

55.0 69,219.4 10,156.1
57.9 10,467.1
59.5 10,919.3
62.4 11,374.5
65.5
68.5
71.7
74.9
78.2
81.6

81,769.4

83.5
87.0
90.7
94.4
98.4

102.4
106.6
111.0
115.5
120.2
125.0
130.0
135.2
138.3
143.8
149.5
155.5

161.7

168.1
174.8

181.7

189.0

91,747.7
95,254.6
98,847.9
102,535.8
106,269.3
110,128.2
114,151.7
118,337.8
122,682.3
127,218.8
131954.2
136864.3
141955.6
147247.0
152735.6
158.428.9
164.334.3
170.459.9
176 813.7
183,404.5
190~240.9
197,332.1
204,687.6
212,317.4
220,231.5

12,776.1
13,261.7
13,762.2
14,274.8
14,800.8
15,333.1
15~883.1
16,456.3
17,052.4
17,670.8
18,316.4

"18,990.0
19,688.2
20,411.8
21,163.5
21,942.9
22,751.1
23,588.9
24,457.7
25,358.4
26,292.4
27,260.7
28,264.6
29,305.6
30,384.9
31,503.9

Emission Tons per MWh
CO~ SO~ NOx

0.4791 0.0009 0.0004
0.4828 0.0008 0.0003
0.4776 .0.0008. 0.0003
0.4737 0.0008 0.0003
0.4713 0.0008 0.0003
0.4712 0.0009 0.0003
0.4739 0,0009 0,0003
0.4744 0.0010 0.0004
0.4787 0.0010 0.0004
0.4809 0.0010 0.0004
0.4869 0.0011 0.0004
0.4975 0.0012 0.0004
0.4930 0.0012 0.0004
0.4982 0.0012 0.0004
0.4977 0.0012 0.0004
0,4904 0,0012 0.0004
0,4919 0.0012 0,0004
0.4951 0,0012 0,0004.
0,4890 0,0012 0.0004
0,4915 0.0012 0,0004
0.4916 0,0011 0,0004
0,4863 0,0011 0.0004
0,4867 0.0011 0,0004
0.4885 0,0011 0,0004
0.4841 0,0011 0.0004
0,4872 0,0011 0.0004
0,4889 0.0011 0,0004
0,4836 0,0011 0,0004
0.4850 0,0011 0,0004
0,4865 0,0011 0.0004
0.4821 0,0011 0,0004
0,4841 0.0011 0,0004



Emission $ Benefits per kwh

0,0264
0.0280
0,0284
0,0296
0,0309
0,0323
0,0340
0.0355
0.0374
0.0393
0.0406
0.0433
0.0447
0.0471
0.0490
0.0502
0.0525
0.0550
0.0565
0.0591
0.0614
0.0632

0.0658
0.0675
0.0696
0.0729
0.0760
0,0782
0.0815
0.0850
0.0876
0.0915

SOz NOx

0.0602 0.0036
0.0604 0.0036
0.0615 0.0037

0.0038
0.0690 0.0040
0,0739 0.0041
0.0818 0.0044
0.0880 0.0047
0.0950 0.0049
0.1034 0.0052
0.1113 0.0055

0.1228 0.0059

0.1285 0.0062

0.1361 0,0065

0.1401 0,0067
0.1427 0.0068

0.1478 0.0070

0.1544 0.0073

0.1583 0.0075

0,1646 0.0078

0.1691 0.0080

0.1743 0.0082

0.1793 -0.0085

0.1861 0.0088

0.1930 0.0091

0.2022 0.0095

0.2097 0.0098

0.2165 0.0101
0.2242 0.0104
0.2323 0.0108
0.2413 0.0111
0.2497 0.0115

Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-4



Exhibit IGF-CEF-EE-5

In the Matter of the Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company
for Approval of its Clean Energy Future-Energy Efficiency

("CEF-EE") Program on a Regulated Basis

BPU Docket Nos. GO18101112 & EO18101113

Division of Rate Counsel RESPONSE to Public Service Electric and Gas Company

Witness: David E. Dismukes

PS-RC-DED-18

Referencing page 9, lines 2-3 of Dr. Dismukes’s Direct Testimony, please provide all studies and
academic papers that support Dr. Dismukes’s statement that three to four percent are commonly
employed societal discount rates. For any academic papers behind pay wails, please provide pdf
versions of such papers.

RESPONSE:

See attached documents. For example, the White House Office of Management and Budget
("OMB") publishes Circular No. A-4, which provides when examining the effects of regulation
that do not fall exclusively or primarily on the allocation of Capital, such as the effect on private
consumption due to laigher consumer prices for goods and services, the OMB may use a three
percent "societal" discount rate. As the Company is aware, the EPA aIso uses a 3 percent
discount in estimating future costs and benefits.

PS-RC-DED-18 OMB Circular No. A-4.pdf

P S-RC-DED-18 CSAPR, Final 2016.pdf

PS-RC-DED-18 EPA-Discomating Future Benefits and Costs.pdf; also available at:
https://,~vw.epa.gov/sites/productiordfiles!2017-09/documents/ee-0568-06.pd~

Creedy, J. and Passi, H. Public Sector Discount Rates.pdf


